
Canadianpostal history (domestic)

T
his exhibit/exposition is part of a series dealing with postal history of Canada and provinces.
My original motivation was to scan and record well over 2000 b n a stampless and early stamped
covers that I have accumulated over the past fifty years of collecting postal history. It soon became

apparent that these should be organized into relatively small chunks.

Earlier ones in this series (all of which are freely downloadable from Richard Frajola's website):

• Postal history of Nova Scotia & New Brunswick https://www.rfrajola.com/DH/dhNSNB.pdf and
https://www.rfrajola.com/DH/dhNSNBpart2.pdf

• Postal history of Prince Edward Island https://www.rfrajola.com/DHPEI/DHPEI.htm

• Manuscript town postmarks of Canada https://www.rfrajola.com/DH2022/Canadapostmarks1.pdf

• Early Canadian town postmarks https://www.rfrajola.com/DH2022/Canadapostmarks2.pdf

Older ones (which will be updated):

• Mail between United Kingdom and b n a https://www.rfrajola.com/mercury/DHE1.pdf,
https://www.rfrajola.com/mercury/DHE2.pdf, https://www.rfrajola.com/mercury/DHE3.pdf, and
https://www.rfrajola.com/mercury/DHE4.pdf

• Money letters and registration in b n a https://www.rfrajola.com/DH/DHRegistered.pdf, and
rfrajola.com/mercury/DHReg.pdf

• Canadian d l o returned letter covering envelopes and wrappers rfrajola.com/mercury/DH9.pdf

• Mail to and from Canada prior to joining the u pu rfrajola.com/DH/DHCanadaExternalMails.pdf

Planned

• Mail between Canada and the u s, to 1875

• Newfoundland postal history, to 1875

• British Columbia postal history, to 1875

This exhibit deals with domestic postal history (with a few exceptions) up to 1875.

Comments, suggestions, queries, offers of material (to trade) etc, are solicited. I can be reached at
rochelle2@sympatico.ca

David Handelman, Ottawa

October 2022



Canadianpostal history (domestic)

C
anada means what was initially small parts of what is now Ontario (Upper Canada [u c], Canada West
[cw]) and Quebec (Lower Canada [l c], Canada East [c e]), together with the other provinces post-1867.
Here we discuss domestic postal history from the beginning to about 1875.

A brief history
Initially,1 North America was very sparsely populated by Paleo-Indian peoples from about 14000 b.c.e., and
by about 2000 b.c.e., what is now Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritimes were occupied by their descendants.
The first Europeans to explore North America were the Vikings ca 990–1050c.e. at L'Anse aux Meadows
(Newfoundland), but their settlement did not last long. While Breton fisherman often landed in (what is now)
the Atlantic provinces, the next European explorer to sight land was John Cabot (this is the anglicized version
of his name) in 1497 and many more followed, typically looking for the northwest passage (a route to China
via the arctic).

France sent explorers in 1524 and more importantly, in 1534, when Jacques Cartier claimed a region in the
Gaspé, and called it Canada. (There is a famous Heritage Moment explaining the origin of the name: it was a
misunderstanding of the local word for village, sounding like Kanata—which is also the name of a suburb of
Ottawa.) Settlement was attempted throughout the sixteenth century, but this was unsuccessful. However, the
fur trade lead to more exploration of a vast area around the St Lawrence River. Samuel de Champlain explored
much of this, founding Port Royal (now Annapolis, n s) in 1605 and Quebec in 1608. Montreal was founded in
1642 as Ville-Marie (as a native village under the name Hochelaga, it had been visited by Cartier in 1535, who
noted a population of about one thousand; at the time of Ville-Marie's founding, the site had been abandoned).

English explorer Humphrey Gilbert claimed Newfoundland in 1583. Nova Scotia changed hands between
the French and English several times, and the latter's attempts at colonizing Nova Scotia did not succeed until
the eighteenth century. In the meantime, France held much of what is now Quebec and Ontario, known as
New France (or Canada).

Finally, the British defeated the French in 1763, the Seven Years War. France decided that the sugar-
growing colony of Guadeloupe was more important than Canada, and gave up the latter for the former.
The British colonies of Nova Scotia (which included New Brunswick at the time) and Canada did not join
the rebels in the American Revolution, although there was some sympathy for it. Canada was successfully
defended from the Americans in 1775–6 by local militia and the British (culminating in the Battle of
Quebec), althoughMontreal had been temporarily occupied (but for enough time that Benjamin Franklin
could found the Montreal Gazette).

During the period and for about a decade after the revolution, supporters of the British cause living
in the thirteen states were persecuted there, and therefore escaped to the Canadian provinces (some
returned to uk). These are known as United Empire Loyalists (u e l), and they became an important
source of immigration (this included slave-holders, whose slaves automatically became free). One of the
conditions of the Jay Treaty of 1794 was that the u s was supposed to compensate u e l for damages, and
in exchange uk would evacuate some posts they still held. The u s never provided compensation, but in
spite of this, Detroit was returned to the u s. [In retrospect, Canada still got the better deal.]

In 1792, Canada was divided into Upper and Lower (u c and l c), the latter being a part of what is now
Quebec, the former part of Ontario, and Lord Simcoe founded York (which became Toronto in 1834). The
names persisted until 1842, when they became CanadaWest and Canada East respectively. The names (of
the provinces) Ontario and Quebec were not used until Confederation (1867).

1 Most of this is from theWikipedia article, History of Canada [Can], and other Wikipedia articles. I just give
the big picture, with some of my biases thrown in. I have tried to avoid current politics, such as extremism
and ignorance, religious interference, or the two solitudes.



In 1812, the u s invaded Canada; however, in a comedy of errors, neither side made much progress, with
the possible exception of the looting of York. Many buildings and records were destroyed. In retaliation,
the u s capital, Washington, was occupied (for 26hours!) and the Presidential Mansion (it only became
the White House after it was restored more than a decade later) and a number of other government
buildings were partially burnt (the fires were put out by a storm).

In 1837, increasing dissatisfaction with the influence on government by the Family Compact (Toronto)
and Château Clique (Quebec)—these were groups of anglophile businessman and politicians—led to two
somewhat coordinated rebellions. In l c, a fairly well-organized group initially under Papineau revolted;
the Lieutenant-Governor, BondHead, in the then-capital, Toronto, sent off somemilitary to counter this.
ThenWilliam Lyon Mackenzie (first mayor of Toronto, 1834) attacked in Toronto, but this failed dismally.
The rebellion in u cwas easily suppressed, but that in l cwas much more serious, lasting about a year. In
the wake of this, Lord Durham was assigned to recommend what could be done to improve the situation.

Lord Durham's report (1839; implemented 1842) resulted in the introduction of responsible govern-
ment for all British colonies in North America, and the union of the governments of u c and l c (and the
capital kept moving, as it had in u c).

In the face of u s expansionism from the 1850s on, together with the Fenian raids from the u s (1866
on and tacitly supported—until it was clear that they were going to be unsuccessful—by the u s Gov-
ernment), various provinces—n s, n b, p e i, and the united province of Canada—were frightened into
considering union and much greater autonomy. Eventually, Canada (now a country) was formed (the
event and the entity both called Confederation), consisting of Ontario (formerly cw), Quebec (formerly
c e), n s, and n b. The inhabitants being kind of slow, p e i did not join until 1873.

In 1869, the Hudson's Bay Company (founded as a fur trading company in the seventeenth century)
sold Rupert's Land to the fledgling country of Canada, for a staggeringly low $1.5million. It com-
prised 8million square kilometers (area of Canada in 2022 is 9.985million km2), and included most of
the Prairies, the rest of what are now Ontario and Quebec that weren't already in Canada, and much of
the far north. The Bay (as it's now known) had to have its arm twisted by uk; it would have been more
profitable to have sold it to the u s.

To compare, the Louisiana Purchase of 1803 concerned 2.14million km2 (most of which the French did
not control) for $15million, and the then very recent (1867) Alaska Purchase (known as Seward's Folly,
until it became clear that it was an incredible bargain), a trifling 1.5million km2, for $7.2million. To
convert 1867, 1869 dollars to current dollars, multiply by about twenty—still, cheap like borscht.

Manitoba joined Confederation in 1870 (as a postage stamp-sized province, later expanding to its cur-
rent shape), British Columbia in 1873, and Alberta and Saskatchewan were each organized into provinces
in 1905. Finally, Newfoundland got out of its recurring state of bankruptcy when in 1949, it became the
tenth province (and later became known as Newfoundland and Labrador; the latter is a sore point with
Quebec, so I won't mention it further). Canada currently also has three territories, Northwest Territories,
Nunavut, and Yukon, which are largely self-governing, and dream of becoming provinces.

Postal History
There was no postal service of any form inNew France (during the French régime) until 1705, when Pedro
da Silva was appointed courier between Quebec and Montreal. Prior to that, mail seemed to be delivered
on an ad hoc basis, and some are known to France (postal markings applied in France). The earliest letters
in private hands appear to be dated 1672.

In 1753, Benjamin Franklin was appointed one of the two Deputy Postmasters-General (d pmg ) of all
British colonies in North America (including of course, the Thirteen Colonies). After 1763, his remit
included what had been New France. He and his fellow d pmg , John Foxcroft, appointed Hugh Finlay
as d pmg for Canada. Finlay went about establishing postal routes between Quebec and Montreal and
a regular link to New York, as well as routes from Halifax to Canada (later in his career). Franklin was



dismissed in 1774, but Finlay continued to organize the post office in Canada and its connections to
Great Britain via Halifax. He was heavily involved in the politics of the day. However, in 1795, he became
(innocently) involved in a land speculation scheme, which led to his dismissal in 1799. There is a lot more
to Finlay than I could put here. See the reference [St] for more information.

George Heriot (more famous as a writer and artist) was appointed to replace Finlay as d pmg of the
Canadas. He expanded postal routes, for example, increasing winter deliveries from l c to Niagara District
(u c) from one per season to one per month. Bad roads were the always the problem, and as with his
predecessors and successors, the London g p o required that a new route could not be opened without a
likelihood that it would be profitable. Moreover, he had difficulties with some senior officials, and was
fired in 1816. As with Finlay, he travelled throughout the region, and tried to improve postal relations
with the u s.

Daniel Sutherland replaced Heriot in 1816, and increased the number of post offices in the Canadas
from 19 to 114 in 1827. However, the provincial Legislative Assemblies complained that there were still
too few offices, and moreover, postal rates were far too high, and moreover, letters to uk via u s required
prepayment, but not in the reverse direction. He also had financial difficulties (although not as great as
Finlay's), and resigned in favour of his son-in-law (you could do that?), Thomas Allen Stayner in 1827.

Stayner [Mo]made substantial changes in the postal system. For one thing, he opened postal routes and
post offices without the prior permission of the g p o. He was blamed for the high postal rates (although
they had been in effect, without much change, since 1765) by local businessmen, newspapers, and the
Legislative Assemblies; they also complained that the receipts were sent to uk (something that had also
been going on since the beginning). However, the number of post offices, of routes, and speed of service
increased enormously during his tenure (by 1851, there were 853 post offices. He was dismissed in 1851
when Canada took over its own post office. Fortunately for him, and unlike most of his predecessors, he
was well off at the end of his service.

On 6 April 1851, Canada's post office became autonomous, and income (or deficit) was not sent to
uk. (Deputy) postmasters-general become less interesting. At the same time, domestic rates dropped
drastically, from excessive road mileage fees (the rates section below contains more details than you want
to see) down to 3 d cy per half-ounce, and a few weeks to months later, Canada's first three stamps were
issued. Use of stamps, or even prepayment of domestic postage, was not required until much later.

Canada adopted a registration system on 1May 1855; this replaced the money letter system, which had
been in effect since around 1825. For more details, see [Hreg]. Since the domestic registration fee was
1 d and the smallest denomination stamp was 3 d until 1858, it had to be paid in cash, and even when the
appropriate stamps were available, it could still be paid in cash (until 1875).

On 1 July 1859, Canada converted to the decimal system, on a parwith that of theu s. Stamps andmoney
were not devalued (and in fact, never have been in Canada). Although collect mail was still possible, it
was charged more. In 1867, Confederation occurred; the main postal consequence was that the rates of
Canada prevailed in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, but their stamps could still be used anywhere in
Canada (this is still true today!). Substantial rate changes occurred on 1 April 1868, resulting in lower
fees and more services (such as parcel post).

Rates and procedures (to 1851)
From 1763–1851, a 1711 (Queen Anne) act was used to initially determine postal rates, which were subse-
quently converted to troy and currency (cy). The last was the slightly devalued l s d system (as opposed
to sterling, British currency) used in Canada and the Maritimes (thus Halifax currency and later, York cur-
rency). (In fact, Spanish, u s, and British coins and bank notes also circulated.) Domestic rates were based
on mileage actually travelled, that is, road mileage, as follows. This also included rates between Canada and
the Maritimes, although the latter had developped a patchwork of rates. For a single sheet,

under 60miles, 4 d sterling; 61–100mi, 6 d stg; and 2 d stg for each additional 100miles or part thereof



This however, is not the end of the story, because these had to be converted to currency, and also
because multiple rates were rather complicated (although more or less the same as in the u s, and until
1840, in uk). The rate of conversion from sterling to currency changed in 1774, and a very slight change
occurred in 1844. However, each individual mileage rate was assigned a currency rate which often does
not appear to have associated with a fixed conversion between sterling and currency with rounding up
or down.

In addition, rates were briefly given in troy: 1 pennyweight (dwt) equivalent to 3 d stg, and there were
24 grains (gr) to the pennyweight. These terms were originally applied to silver (which is measured in
the troy—as opposed to avoirdupois—weight scheme).

Canadian domestic rates (single letter), 1764–1851
mileage* stg troy cy A cy B cy C cy D cy E cy F

60 or less 4 d 1 dwt, 8 gr 41⁄2d 5d 41⁄2d → → →
61–100 6 2 . . 0 7 8 7 → → →
101–200 8 2 . . 16 9 11 9 → → →
201–300 10 3 . . 8 11 1/1 11 → → 111⁄2
301–400 1/– 4 . . 0 1/2 1/4 1/1 1/11⁄2 1/2 1/11⁄2
401–500 1/2 4 . . 16 1/7 1/3 1/4 → →
501–600 1/4 5 . . 8 1/6 1/10 1/5 1/6 → →
601–700 1/6 6 . . 0 2/– 1/8 → → →
701–800 1/8 6 . . 16 2/3 1/10 1/101⁄2 → →
801–900 1/10 7 . . 8 2/5 2/– 2/1 → 2/1⁄2
901–1000 2/– 8 . . 0 2/6 2/8 2/2 2/3 → →
Based on several articles by de Volpi [v1, v2, v3, v4]. Don’t you hate it when
the editor chops a coherent article into many small pieces (in this case six,
but I only used four of them)? When I was editor, I made sure that I never
did that.
Blanks in the fourth column are from [v1], but some of them can easily be
interpolated.
The columns marked cy A, cy B, etc, are the rates in currency in the period
indicated at the right. Practically all pre-postal autonomy b n a covers fall in
the period 1792–1851, which is why the corresponding columns are coloured.
In this period, the sterling/currency ratio appears to have varied slightly, but
this only matters for heavy multiples (such as the 1801 unovigintuple cover
in the Multiples subsection.
*Totalmileage travelled by letter (based on then-current road system; mileages
could change up or down, for example, if distances were remeasured, or if
new roads were built). Roughly, 5miles is 8 km; we regrettably have to use
Imperial units here.
Rates were marked in troy on covers until 1775; sterling only 1775–31March
1777; currency only known April–November 1777; sterling (upper left of
cover) and currency (upper right) to ca 1781; beyond that, currency only was
used (with rare exceptions).
Distances over 1000miles were possible. See the mileage tables for 1829 a few
pages down the road.

A: 1763–4 (good luck finding any such
covers in private hands)

B: 1 January 1765–28March 1777; of-
ficial exchange rate, 1/– stg equivalent
to 1/3 cy.

C: 29March 1777–1781; 1/– stg equiv-
alent to 1/1 cy.

D: December 1781–31 May 1792; 1/–
stg equivalent to 1/11⁄2 cy.

E: 1 June 1792–20 October 1843

F: 21 October 1843–5 April 1851

Multiple rates The rules for multiple rates were relatively complicated until 5 January 1844.

From 1763–1844, domestic rates obtained from mileage were multiplied according to the following.

(a) If exactly one sheet, multiplication by 1 (that is, no change), no matter what the weight;

(b) if more than one sheet and weighs at least an ounce [28.3 g], multiply by the number of quarter ounces
(or part thereof);

(c) if more than one sheet and weighs at most an ounce, multiply by the number of sheets, up to four.



• Any piece of paper/material enclosed counted as a sheet; covers were candled to detect enclosures.

Originally, the distance rates, computed in sterling, were to be multiplied and then converted to cur-
rency. Although the conversions are quoted from official sources, they must have been only approximate;
there are covers with high multiplicities for which the effective conversion rate is slightly different. For
example, the duodectuple 1779 cover (in the local delivery section) was charged 12 × 9 d stg = 8/– stg, but
this was converted, not to 8/8 cy as rate period c would have had it, but to 8/11 cy.

Sometime in the 1810s, the rule became to convert the single rate to currency, and then multiply.
(Since conversions typically had rounding errors, the two methods usually yielded different results.)
Drop letters were exempt, no matter the weight or number of sheets.

From 6 January 1844, multiplicity became simpler and resulted in cheaper postage: the number of
half-ounces or part thereof. Until this date, letters in envelopes were counted as at least two sheets, so
envelopes were almost never used.

Deliberate overcharge In the period 1810–21, many offices in u c, and possibly a few in l c, charged an extra
penny on domestic letters (usually within u c, but not u c to l c). Based on examples, it appears that
this was multiplied for heavier letters. Thus a letter travelling 101–200miles, which normally would be
charged 9 d cy, was charged 10 d cy, and if double (that is, contained an enclosure), would be charged 2
× 10 d = 1/8 cy. Testimony at an 1822 committee meeting of the Legislative Assembly revealed that some
postmasters thought that this extra charge was a perquisite of office.

In u c, deliberate overcharge is ubiquitous in the period; it is actually difficult to find a u c to u c cover
without deliberate overcharge. But u c to l c covers never exhibit deliberate overcharge.

Other rates Printed matter (introduced in 1826) was charged 1 d per sheet, regardless of the destination
(but within Canada). Drop letters at Quebec were charged 1 d or 2 d (depending on the dates; see the
relevant section in the exhibit for details) irrespective of weight or number of sheets. Drop letters in
other offices were probably 1 d. Quebec also had local delivery, which seems to have been an unofficial
service offered by local couriers (boys). The fee seems to have varied from 1⁄2 to 1 d.

Money letter service began in 1825 (examples exist from this year, but their earliest official documenta-
tion yet discovered is dated 1827). A letter suspected to contain valuables (such as bills of exchange, bank
notes, or even coins, although the latter were discouraged as they increased postage dramatically) was
recorded on the letter bill sent with the mail between post offices, to be verified at the receiving office.
This is an early form of tracking. There was no insurance, and rarely was compensation ever paid for loss.
However, there was no fee per se. It was superseded by registration in 1855. For more, see [Hreg].

Tables The three tables on the following pages are scans of loose pages, presumably from a book or atlas.
They were created by/for d pmg Stayner in 1829. The first concerns the mileages and rates between
offices on the route from Quebec, the second and third along various routes to the u s and the Maritimes.

The originals were scanned at 600 dpi, so if there is not too much degradation in going from the
original .eps to .pdf to lowered resolution .pdf for the website, magnification of about 300% without
aliasing will make it possible to read the boxes. If there is still a problem reading them, contact me and I
will send the 600 dpi scans, which will magnify to about 800% without aliasing (this is way more than
necessary!).

Each little box contains the single letter rate in currency on the first line, and the mileage on the
second. Halifax to Fort Erie is a whopping 1388miles and the single letter rate is 3/– cy. The highest
rate (on the table) between two places in u & l c is 1/8 cy, and there are quite a few pairs of offices which
satisfy this.

The first table is at 98% full size (I had to shrink the image slightly to fit it on the page). It has 1980
entries (two per box,

(45
2

)
boxes). The amount of tedious but careful labour required to prepare and then

typeset it is mind-boggling. The second and third pages are at about 80% full size, because they were
originally typeset in landscape format.



Figure 1. Table A Table of post towns in the British Provinces in North America on the main post route; to which letters may conveyed by
the Post with Distances & the Rates of Postage for a single letter in Halifax Currency (1829). The boxes contain the single letter fee in
cy and the (travelled) mileage (a few, at upper left, also contain s.d (solidus denarii; missing is librum/libra because no single
rate ever came close to being a pound). For higher resolution scans of this and the following two, please contact me.



Figure 2. Table B Table of post towns on the bye- and cross-routes in the Canadas . . . .



Figure 3. Continuation of Table B.

Rates and procedures (1851–1875)
When the Canada obtained control of its post officer (6 April 1851), the domestic rate dropped dramatically, to 3 d cy per
half-ounce regardless of distance. Payment was optional, but could be made either in stamps (after they were issued, later
than 22 April 1851) or cash (but not mixed). Partial payment was not permitted. Stamps were required as of 1October 1875.

Domestic registration began 1 May 1855, and this part of the postage always had to be prepaid (and it could be prepaid
in cash or stamps, independently of how the rest of the postage was handled).

When Canada adopted the decimal system (1 July 1859), most rates were translated via the conversion £1 cy equivalent to
$4 (the dollar was on par with the u s $). Thus (with rounding) 1 d became 2¢, 3 d became 5¢, etc. A notable exception (and
likely the only one) was the fairly obscure returned letter fee (for undeliverable letters that had to be opened by the Dead
Letter Office because they had no visible return address). It was introduced around 1852, at 1 d (previously this service had
been free), which somehow became 5¢ for the period 1859 to ca 1875. For more details, see [Hdead].

With decimalization came a new feature. Prepaid letters were charged 5¢ per half ounce, but collect letters were charged
7¢ per half ounce. If the letter were short paid (as might occur if it was reweighed on route and found to be heavier than



originally thought), then the rules said that it was to be charged as though completely unpaid (collect, that is, at 7¢ per
half ounce, with the amount of postage already paid to be deducted from the amount due. This happened, but at least as
frequently, it was charged at 7¢ per half ounce for the unpaid extra weights. Thus if a letter were prepaid at the single
rate, 5¢, but found to be double weight, it was supposed to be charged (2× 7¢)− 5¢ = 9¢. However, there was a very good
chance that it would simply be charged as one weight unpaid, 7¢.

No rate changes arose (directly) from Confederation (1 July 1867). But on 1 April 1868, among a lot of rate changes, the
single letter domestic rate became 3¢ if paid and 5¢ if collect, and the same silly regulations about shortpaid mail were
supposed to apply.

Prepayment was not required until 1 October 1875 (for mail abroad, prepayment was required much earlier), and at the
same time, the use of stamps became compulsory.

Canadian domestic rates (1851–75)
Date→ 51/04/06 59/07/01 68/04/01

letter 3d 5¢ 7¢ 3¢ 5¢

registration* 1d 2¢ →
drop letter 1⁄2d 1¢ →
printed matter 1d per sh 2¢ per sh1 →
post cards∗∗ na → 1¢

Dates are two-character year/month/day. Letter rates per half ounce. Left
rate in a column indicates fee if prepaid; right represents fee if collect. na:
not available
*Registration commenced 1 May 1855.
**Introduced 1 June 1871. Non-registered postcards are as dull, dull, dull as a
chartered accountant, so not many appear here among the lion-tamers.
1Rules concerning printed matter changed around 1859, permitting some
written text if it was filling in a form; this appears to have been done to
accommodate the Department of Education of u c.
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free

intercolonial mail

miscellaneous (parcel post*, refused, stamps required, consignee's letter

Synopsis (based on the outline)

New France

There was nomail systemwithin the colony until 1705, when Pedro da Silva was appointedmail courier betweenMontreal
and Quebec (the two largest settlements in New France). A fee was charged, but not marked on the covers. Prior to this,
mail was carried privately, or by the military. Mail is known to France, and handstamped there. The earliest in private



hands is believed to be dated 1672, although I haven't seen it. Anyway, we show one cover from one part of Montreal to
another, presumably carried by da Silva, 1708.

Eighteenth century, British colony

The Seven YearsWar (1756–63) concludedwith Britain obtaining huge swaths of what is nowCanada. The colony of Canada
was formed, consisting of small areas of what are now Quebec and Ontario. A postal system was set up, and charges, based
on those of the 1711 act (Queen Anne), were established, and converted to one of the currencies in use, known as currency.

• 1771 troy-rated

• 1774 troy- and currency-rated, with letter

• 1778 sterling- and currency-rated; Quebec–Berthier

• 1779 earliest b n a envelope; duodectuple rate; local delivery fee at Quebec

• 1783 favour cover from judges to a prisoner

• 1783 Quebec Bishop mark

• 1783 & 1784 Berthier to Quebec, with straightlines of the former

• 1784 & 1786 Yamachiche and Maskinongé to Montreal

• 1794 Quebec to Montreal and to Repentigny, latest strike of Quebec∇, and Quebec double arc

• 1794 Quebec to St Helen (Island of Montreal), Quebec double arc, includes a Hugh Finlay promissory note and discus-
sion, predicting that d pmg Finlay will not be able to get out of debt (he was fired several years later, as a result of a false
accusation of misappropriation of funds)

• 1800 very early envelope, and charged double as a result

Nineteenth century domestic mail to 6 April 1851

Deliberate overcharge During the period 1810–21 (possibly with an 1822 outlier) many letters were overcharged, typically
by one penny per weight. The difference resulting from this deliberate overcharge went into the postmasters' pockets.
The vast majority of examples are from Upper Canada, with only a few in Lower Canada. This was investigated by an 1821
committee of the Legislative Assembly; postmasters apparently thought that this was part of their perquisites (the possible
outlier would have been after the committee investigation).

• 1810, 1814, 1818 Kingston to York, Montreal

• 1816 Drummondville to Quebec, an example within Lower Canada (very unusual); also triple rate

• 1817 Niagara to Montreal, York, with former not overcharged; both with Niagara horseshoe (three examples known)

• 1818, 1819 Niagara to York with double oval, and Kingston to Montreal, double rate

• 1819, 1821 Brockville to York, single and double; both with straightline

• 1820 Matilda to Raleigh (u c), not overcharged, with straightline

• 1821 Prescott to York, misrated and additionally overcharged; and another one next month, correctly rated, no over-
charge

• 1821 Bath (u c) to Waterloo (u c) and Cramahe to York

Post-deliberate overcharge Examples of varying distances and their rates. Among them:

• 1825 Perth (straightline) to York

• 1835 Buckingham (double circle) to Quebec with one of the very few ratestamps of the period

• 1823 York (straightline) to Montreal

• 1832 Colbourne (double oval) to Lieutenant-Governor of Canada

• 1837 Bellevue (l c) to Niagara with oval Quebec crown ship letter

• 1844 Windsor (straightline) to Montreal

Rate changes Since postage was based (among other things) on distance actually travelled, remeasuring routes or adding
roads could change the amount to be charged. Sometimes errors were made by postmasters.

• 1785 & 1786 Maskinongé to Montreal, increased from 41⁄2 d to 7

• 1816 & 1831 Drummondville (l c) to Quebec, increased from 7 d (but in the deliberate overcharge period, so actually 8 d
per weight) to 9 d



• 1822 & 1838 Ste Anne (l c) to Quebec, decreased from 11 + 1 d to 9 d

• 1836 & 1841 Frelighsburg (l c) to Montreal, decreased from 7 d to 41⁄2 d

Multiple rates Multiples were determined by the number of sheets or quarter ounces until 1844; then it became per half
ounce. Highlights:

• 1801 Quebec to Montreal, 21×
• 1797 Three Rivers (straightline) to Quebec, quadruple

• 1819Vittoria Long Point (double oval) to District of Johnstown, double but calculated bymultiplying the rate in sterling
first

• 1826 Cornwall to York money letter, sextuple

• 1828 District of Johnstown to York money letter with itemized list of bank notes in the package, quadruple.

• 1829 Niagara (typeset dated double circle) to Amherstberg, quintuple

• 1830s William Henry to Quebec, originally charged double, reweighed or candled at destination and redoubled

• 1830s Dundas to St Thomas (u c) money letter, octuple

• 1834 Bath (u c; typeset-dated 1829-type) to Toronto money letter, septuple

• 1832 Perth (straightline) to York money letters with list of enclosed 306 bank notes, 31×
• 1834 Yonge (u c) to Toronto money letter, quintuple

• 1836 Toronto to Montreal, forwarded to Quebec, sextuple

• 1839 Hamilton to Vittoria (u c), 13×
• 1843 Chippawa to Vittoria, 11×
• 1846 Toronto to Vittoria, octuple

Local delivery and drop letters

• 1779 Montreal to Quebec (earliest b n a envelope) duodectuple with 1⁄2 d delivery fee in Quebec

• 1790 Quebec (∇) to Chambly, 1 d carrier fee to the post office (pick-up)

• 1817 Quebec to Argenteuil, 1 d pick-up fee

• 1819 Montreal to Quebec quadruple, 1 d delivery fee

• 1824 William Henry to Quebec, 1 d delivery fee

• 1835, 1840s Quebec, 2 d drop letter

• 1833, 1837 Quebec and Toronto money letter, 1 d drop letters

• 1843, 1845 Montreal and Toronto, 1 d drop letters

• 1843, 1844, 1850 Toronto, Kingston, Guelph, 1 d drop letters

• 1846, 1847 Lochaber (l c), Woodstock, Chippawa, 1 d drop letters

• 1851 Belleville and Guelph, 1 d drop letters

Way letters Letters handed to postal couriers; they were to be dropped off at the next post office on route. There was no
additional fee.

• 1819 Three Rivers to Montreal with faint way letter handstamp

• 1829 St Hyacinthe to Quebec, way ms

• 1835 Montreal to Quebec

• 1840 Barrie (double circle) to Toronto money letter triple

Printed matter Initiated 1826 at a fee of 1 d per sheet. Pre-1840 is rare.

• 1828 Quebec to Montreal, triple printed matter

• 1843 Toronto to Guelph, very strange sesquirated printed matter

• 1851 Toronto to Montreal, double

Mail with the rest of b n a This means mail with the Maritimes and Newfoundland (in a future iteration, I might include
British Columbia). In principal, the rates between the province of Canada and the Maritimes should have been entirely
actual mileage based; however, sometimes the crazy rates within the Maritimes (see fill me in) were applied (typically to
collect covers).



• 1798 Quebec (large circular enclosing Bishop mark) to Mademoiselle LeBrun, New Brunswick

• 1809 Monkville (near Montreal) to Halifax, two months transit

• 1814 Halifax to Quebec

• 1830 Saint John (fleurons) to Quebec

• 1829, 1832 Quebec to Halifax, Miramichi

• 1833 Restigouche (n b) to Quebec

• 1832 Quebec to Prince Edward Island

• 1832 Dalhousie (n b; double circle) to Quebec, mystery rates

• 1833, 1834 Restigouche to Quebec, double and single

• 1838 Quebec to Kempt Road (n b), returned to sender with strange rates

• 1838 Montreal to St Andrews (n b) via Lake Champlain steamboat

• 1839 Toronto to Charlottetown

• 1844 Halifax to Kingston, 901–1000miles

• 1848 Saint John to Cornwall (cw) with script Too Late

• 1846 Sandwich (cw) to Charlottetown money letter

• 1848, 1849 St John's (n f) to Quebec, later one with n f crown paid

Free Postmasters, as part of their perquisites, were permitted to send two personal single letters per mailing free until
around 1837. Mail to a government office within ten days of a session of provincial Parliament was also free, and of course
official mail was free. As a result, a great deal of free mail exists.

• 1819 Montreal to Kingston and York to Sandwich, early free handstamp and more normal ms, respectively

• 1825 Niagara to Queenston, small lower case serif free handstamp

• 1826 Sherbrooke (l c) to Quebec, free money letter enclosing sample blue ribbon

• 1829 Colborne (u c; very early double circle italic) to Port Hope

• 1829 Amherstburgh to Sandwich, small serif free handstamp

• 1831 Quebec to Queenston via York, with boxed York free handstamp

• 1831, 1833 Port Stanley (double circle italic) to Queenston, free money letters

• 1833, 1836 Trois Pistoles (ms and double circle italic) to Quebec, one also a money letter

• 1837 Simcoe (irregular double circle) to Toronto money letter, free but not so marked

• 1837, 1838, 1843 three free money letters

• 1840 Prescott to Augusta (u c), free printed matter

• 1842 Free circular from d pmg Stayner to postmaster at Wellington Square (cw) announcing that fire destroyed the
Quebec post office and that personal bonds had to be resubmitted

Free letters abroad Normally, mail to elsewhere could only be free within Canada; foreign postage had to be paid. There are
a couple of exceptions.

• 1820& 1821Montreal to Boston; earlier one is free all the way (probably a clerical error), second one charged u s postage

• 1843 Chambly (l c) to Royal Hospital, Chelsea, London; a filled-in form, free all the way

• 1851Montreal to London, enquiry after a soldier in the service of the East India Company, free all the way; resembles a
soldier's letter

Instructional These include forwarding, a few odd paid handstamps, after closing/too late, advertised, missent, refused. Forwarding
bifurcates into two subtypes, (normal) forwarding, resulting from the addressee moving, and anomalous forwarding. For
normal forwarding, additional postage will be charged if the postage to the ultimate destination exceeds that to the original
one, but even if it doesn't, additional postage was often required.

Anomalous forwarding arises when a large office (typically Quebec or Montreal) is a normal transit point, and for some
reason, the letter is marked as forwarded; the postage is often subdivided into the two parts (to the transit point, and from
the transit point to destination). Almost all occurrences of anomalous forwarding arise on letters from Lower Canada.

Too late means the letter arrived too late in the day (or week) to be put in the next mailing, the bag having already been
closed, and after closing (a c) means exactly the same thing. a c is very uncommon in Canada (as opposed to the Maritimes).



• 1783 Berthier to Quebec, forwarded to Montreal

• 1824 Lancaster (straightline) to Williamsburg

• 1797 Three Rivers (straightline) to Quebec, missent to Montreal but marked forwarded

• 1830 St Ours (l c) to Stanstead, anomalously forwarded (marked at Chambly)

• 1835Niagara to Simcoe, missent to London (u c) in error, forwarded (notation) to Simcoe, and charged additional postage,
which was subsequently waived

• 1841Amiens (u c) to Crown Lands Department in Toronto, but capital had moved to Kingston, so it was forwarded there
and charged additionally

• 1836 Toronto to Montreal sextuple, forwarded to Quebec (and charged sextuple difference); handstamp Too Late

• 1839, 1842 Toronto to Charlottetown and St Jean-Port-Joli to Kingston (opposite directions), both anomalously for-
warded at Quebec

• 1843 Kingston to Laprairie, forwarded to L'Acadie (l c); non reclamé and returned to sender

• 1841 Niagara to Kingston, anomalously forwarded at Toronto (steamboat handstamp)

• 1843 Toronto to Kingston, forwarded back to Toronto (no additional charge)

Forwarding on incoming mail On packet or ship letters from uk after 1839–40, 21⁄2 d cy was charged (rather than distance-
related rates) each time the cover was forwarded.

• 1807–8 London (uk) to Charlottesville (u c), double anomalously forwarded (at Quebec and Montreal), eleven months
transit time

• 1821 u k to u c, mailed at Charlottetown (p e i), anomalously forwarded at Montreal; deliberate overcharge at Montreal

• 1821 London via British packet to New York, to Burlington (Vt), to Quebec, forwarded to Montreal

• 1832 Schenectady (New York) to Queenston (green British/American postage handstamp), forwarded to York; no for-
warding markings

• 1830, 1833 Linbriggs (uk) to Terrebonne (l c) and Sunderland to Cobourg (u c), packets, anomalously forwarded at Mon-
treal and Quebec, with additional rate anomalies

• 1835, 1836 Edinburgh to Trafalgar (u c) and Aberdeen to Galt (u c), packet and ship letter respectively to Halifax, and
anomalously forwarded at Quebec

• 1837 London to Grafton (u c), ship letter via New York, forwarded twice within u c

• 1839 Meriden (New Hampshire) to Shipton (l c), anomalously forwarded at Richmond (l c)

• 1839 Flushing (NY), addressed to York (old name of Toronto, but also a separate post office), and forwarded to Toronto

• 1840 Manchester to Toronto, charged the additional 21⁄2 d to the interior, but then forwarded, and erroneously charged
via distance, rather than another 21⁄2 d

• 1835, 1840 Magnolia (Florida; straightline) and Baton Rouge (Louisiana) both to Laprairie, first one free to the border,
and both anomalously forwarded at Montreal

Paid A couple of examples of a nonstandard Paid handstamp.

• 1819 Niagara (double oval) to Montreal with small Paid

Too Late/After Closing These are synonyms for the same thing: mail arrived too late to be included with the current mailing
(after the mail bag had closed). After closing (a c) is much less frequently seen in Canada.

• 1802 Quebec to Montreal, after closing

• 1825 To Montreal, ms a c

• 1833 Quebec to St George (l c), handstamp Too Late

• 1841Niagara Falls to Toronto, remailed to Kingston (as the capital hadmoved there fromToronto), hs Too Late at Toronto

• 1849 Hamilton to Paris (cw), Too Late and missent

• 1850 Toronto to Montreal prepaid quadruple, Too Late

Advertised If a letter was not picked up, it was advertised in the local newspaper; after a certain time, it was returned to
sender, usually via the Dead Letter Office.

• 1838, 1839 Quebec to Montreal and to Hull (l c), local pick-up, advertised and not called for

• 1841 Kingston to Asphodel (u c), advertised and refused



• 1845, 1846 Montreal to London (cw) and to Lancaster (cw), advertised and not called for

• 1848 Indiana (u c) to Toronto, money letter, advertised and not called for

• 1848 Montreal to Clarendon (l c) via Bytown, refused

• 1843 Covering wrapper from Dead Letter Office with enclosed refused letter (also anomalous forwarding at Montreal)

Shipletters and steamboat letters Incoming shipletters were charged 21⁄2 d cy on arrival, and placed in the mail if necessary.
By far the majority of these were from abroad, so are not included here. There was no additional charge for carriage by
steamboat.

• 1831 St John's to Quebec, incoming ship letter with crown oval (no boundary) handstamp

• 1837, 1843 Bellevue to Niagara and to Guelph, incoming ship letter at Quebec with crown oval (with boundary) hs

• 1841 Niagara to Kingston via Lake Ontario steamboat to Toronto, with hs in arc

• 1842, 1843 Quebec to Kingston and Quebec to Montreal, steamboat (Q) handstamp

• 1845 Montreal to Quebec with steamboat (M) handstamp

• 1845 Montreal to Quebec, ms Steamboat Letter

• 1847 Toronto to Montreal via Kingston steamboat (hs)

• 1850 Quebec to Montreal via Quebec steamboat

• 1850, 1851 Montreal and Toronto steamboat hs

Miscellaneous These didn't fit anywhere else.

• 1849 Quebec to L'Islet (l c), tutelle

• 1837 Montreal to Toronto, two letters written by David Thompson, cartographer

• 1846 Montreal to Quebec, consignee's letter

• 1843 St Charles (1829-type) to Montreal, envelope, thus charged for an extra sheet

Domestic mail from 6 April 1851 to 1875.

On this date, domestic letter postage dropped substantially, to 3 d per half-ounce (distance/mileage became irrelevant).
Stampswere issued several weeks later, but their use (or whether even to prepay) was optional. Registrationwas introduced
(superseding the money letter system) in 1855; see the money letter and registration exhibit (fill me in) for more details.
In 1859, decimal currency was introduced, and most rates translated accordingly. Confederation (in 1867) did not result
in many changes, but there was a substantial rate revision in 1868. On domestic mail, stamps remained optional until
October 1875.

• 1851 Early in rate period, 7, 14, 19, 23 April, latter three money letters

• 1851 Very unusual ratestamp at Port Hope, P3, 15 May

• 1851 Three-penny beavers on cover, 15 May, 9, 26 June

• 1851 Earliest reported stamped money letter (3 d beaver), 17 May 1851

• 1854 Port Burwell (u c) to Brockville, double money letter, paid by 6 d Albert stamp

• 1851 Brantford to Proton (u c), forwarded, missent, and generally extensively travelled

• 1851 Legislative Assembly (blue oval hs) to Nicolet (l c)

• 1851, 1852, 1859 Interesting rate handstamps at Gananoque (crude tombstone), New Carlisle, and Warsaw (u c)

• 1851 Percé to Quebec with accent in the postmark

• 1850–1851 Basal marks in postmark at Bedford (c e)

Conversion to decimal Occurred 1 July 1859, with some rate changes; cents stamps issued. Domestic letter rate became 5¢
per half ounce if prepaid (either in stamps or cash, but not mixed) or 7¢ per half ounce if collect.

• 1859 9 & 25 July, collect registered domestic letters

• 1860 Belleville to Montreal, triple with stamps

• 1863 Bobcaygeon to Toronto registered on Nesbitt stationery

• 1863 Harley (cw) to Toronto registered, five 1¢ stamps

• 1865, 1866 double paid and collect with interesting ratestamps

• 1867 Day of Confederation (but to the u s)



Rate changes of 1 April 1868 Letter rate dropped to 3¢ per half ounce if prepaid (payment in cash still possible) or 5¢ if collect.

• 1868 Quebec to Ottawa, forwarded three times, and advertised

• 1872 Stroud (Ont) to Crown Lands in Toronto, refused despite being paid

• 1875 Paid in cash after 1 October 1875 (8 October and 13 December)

• 1865 To Quebec by ship, consignees letter, but charged 7¢ unpaid letter rate

Multiples

• 1855, 1858 Quadruple and sextuple registered

• 1858 Cannington (cw) to Whitby registered triple with three 3 d beavers

• 1859 Bagotville (c e) to Quebec quadruple, initially free, but prepaid

• 1860 Welland to Fonthill (cw) sextuple collect

• 1862 Quebec to Guelph sextuple, initially free but prepaid

• 1863 Ingersoll (cw) to Woodstock quadruple, paid by two 10¢ Alberts

• 1864 Quebec to St Joseph (l c) quintuple prepaid (also Too Late)

• 1865 Hamilton to Clinton cw septuple prepaid

• 1863, 1864 Chicoutimi to Malbaie (c e) sextuple and Renfrew to Brudenell (cw) unidectuple, both collect

• 1863 Walkerton (don't drink the water) to Goderich quadruple registered, paid by block of beavers

• 1864 Lucan (cw) to Goderich dectuple registered, strip of five 10¢ Alberts

• 1865 Montreal to Lacolle (c e) quintuple registered, registration paid in stamps, rest of postage collect

• 1865 Triple registered, one collect, one paid in stamps

• 1866 St Jean-Port-Joli to Kamouraska (c e), septuple collect

• 1867 Rimouski to Matane (Que), collect dectuple

• 1870 Bowmanville to Cobourg, quadruple collect

• 1874 L'Orignal (Ont) to Toronto, quadruple registered with two 6¢ large queens

• 1874 Quebec to Montmagny (Que), quadruple registered forwarded back to Quebec

• 1875 Oungah (only reported strike) to Chatham, triple registered

Shortpaid Shortpaid letters (found to be heavier than were paid for) were often incorrectly (re-)rated.

• 1861 Cornwall to Toronto, paid for double by 10¢ Albert, found to be triple, miscalculated postage due

• 1862 Triple domestic prepaid (with stamps) registered, found to be quadruple, miscalculated postage due

• 1871, 1873 Single domestic prepaid (by cash, stamp respectively), found to be double, postage due correctly calculated

Drop letters Sometime in late 1851 or early 1852, drop letter fee dropped from 1 d cy to 1⁄2 d (irrespective of weight).

• 1850s Montreal; originally rated at domestic rate (collect) rerated to drop letter rate

• 1851 Quebec, November, originally rated 1⁄2 d (where did the handstamp come from?), rerated 1 d, which was still the
drop letter fee

• 1854, 1856, 1859 Ratestamped collect drop letters, Toronto, London, Port Hope

• 1857 Montreal (with ratestamp), forwarded to L'Islet (c e), and charged domestic rate

• 1853, 1858 Guelph (money letter) and Roslin (cw) drop letters

• 1858 Seneca (cw), addressed to Caledonia—which had no post office, so the recipient had to pick it up in Seneca

• 1857, 1859 Peterboro and Goderich form letters with ratestamps

• 1860 Quebec and Kingston, ratestamped (with conversion to decimal, 1¢)

• 1860 Ottawa, paid by late use of 1⁄2 d stamp

• 1861, 1863 Nearby office rate (2¢)

• 1861–68 Numerous examples, including small towns

Printed matter Rate remained at 1 d, apparently per half ounce.

• 1852 Quebec to Cornwall (cw), fancy paid ratestamp and oval Legislative Assembly handstamp

• 1855 Cobourg to Quebec, collect circular



• 1856, 1866 Filled in form letters; early one domestic rate, later one printed matter (resulting from a change in rules)

• 1864 Montreal to Peterboro (cw) prices current

• 1866 Montreal to Halifax intercolonial prices current

• 1868 Canada Gazette and its wrapper, free

• 1874 Palestine (Man) to Winnipeg, notice to publisher, free

• 1875 Wrapper prepaid by publisher

Free mail

• 1858 Crown Lands to Hull, forwarded to Carp, then to Ottawa, then Huntley (l c), advertised and not called for

• 1856, 1858 Registered Portage du Fort (c e) and Bosanquet (u c) to Crown Lands, initially collect, then free

• 1859 Registered Sebastopol (cw) to Crown Lands in Toronto, forwarded to Ottawa as capital had moved

• 1852 Collingwood Harbor (cw) to Quebec, originally paid 121⁄2¢ (erroneous rate), cancelled by four-ring numeral

• 1863 Registered Industry (c e) to Quebec

• 1863 London (cw) to Toronto, registration paid in stamps, rest free

• 1855, 1859 Receiver-General's and Inspector-General's offices

• 1860 Agriculture and Statistics, advertised and not called for

• 1862, 1865 Legislative Assembly and Militia Department

• 1867 Audit Office

• 1869 Inland Revenue

• 1867, 1873 House of Commons and Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, both registered

• 1868, 1870, 1872 Public Works, Militia & Defence, Customs Canada

• 1869 Indian Department

Intercolonial BNA

• 1851 McKillop (cw) to Caledonia Mills (n b), after Canadian postal autonomy, but before that of New Brunswick

• 1851, 1858 Pointe Levi (c e) to Fredericton and St Henri (c e) to Victoria (n b) forwarded to Fredericton

• 1852 Montreal to Charlottetown

• 1853 Temiscouata (ms) to Edmunston (n b)

• 1854 Wilmot (n s) to Kingston (cw), forwarded to Elginburg, with a panoply of datestamps

• 1854 WO Dumfries (n b) to Montreal, mourning, forwarded to Papineauville (l c)

• 1857 Fredericton to Pointe au Chêne (cw) via Portland (Maine)

• 1859 L'Islet (c e) to Fredericton, registered, with perforated 3 d beaver

• 1861 Argyle (u c; 20mm) to Gagetown (n b)

• 1866 Montreal to Halifax, printed matter

• 1867 Cobourg (Ont) to Charlottetown with two-ring Montreal handstamp

• 1865, 1867 Chatham (n b) to Crosspoint (c e/Que), probably incorrectly rated



New France, 1708
There was no mail (available to the public) in New France until 1705, when Pedro da Silva was commissioned to act as letter
courier between Montreal and Quebec. There were fees for this service, but they were never marked on the cover.

Montreal–Pointe aux Trembles [just outside Montreal], 1708. Undated, but letter concerns a contract for a sale of farms, to be paid
on the feast of St Martin (11 November) 1708 (and the sender died in 1708).

From MCailhe, bursar and assistant procurer of the Seminary of Montreal (1697–1708; died 1708) to Nicolas Senet (1670–
1732), secretary of the Seigneurs of Montreal (1698–1704) & Royal Notary (1704–31).



British colony, eighteenth century (after the Seven Years War)
uk acquired a huge land mass in the aftermath of the war, and a postal system was roughed out by 1763. Montreal to Quebec
is the oldest postal route in Canada, going back to 1705 in New France. For the period 1763–1851, single letter rate was 8 d stg
or equivalent (for 101–200miles). In the period 1763–74, this converted to 11 d currency (cy), and from 1774, the conversion
was 9 d cy.

Troy rating was used until about 1775. Sterling was used for a short period (1776–9) with occasional domestic use later
on; it is often seen on letters to uk domestically (particularly on letters to uk). Currency was in continual use from at least
as early as 1776.

Montreal–Quebec 1771 troy-rated

Quebec–Montreal, misrated (!?), 1771. With ms Q for Quebec. Rated (on the front) Q 8 dwt which is probably supposed to mean 8 d

stg. On reverse, the correct troy-rated 2dwt.16g , equivalent to 8 d stg.



Troy and currency
Both currency systems applied together 1771–75.

Montreal–Quebec, currency and troy rating, 1774. Ms M indicating Montreal. Rated 5..8 (5 pennyweights, 8 grains), double the
usual 2.16 M–Q) equivalent to 1/10 cy (upper left); after 1775, 1/4 stg converted to 1/6 d cy (rather than 1/10 as here). Letter
is on next page.



1774 letter



Montreal–Quebec 1778 sterling and currency
For a brief period (1776–79?), both sterling and currency were used to rate covers.

Quebec–Berthier, 1778. Rated collect 1/4 stg and 1/6 cy, double (for the enclosure, a receipt) 101–200miles.



Earliest envelope used in BNA mail, 1779
The use of envelopes (here, homemade and with a seal) was discouraged, because the enclosure was regarded as an extra sheet,
hence the postage would be at least doubled. (If however, the weight exceeded one ounce, rating was per quarter ounce, so the
additional sheet would not necessarily increase the postage.) This was in effect until 1844, when the charge became simply
per half-ounce.

Montreal–Quebec, duodectuple, 1779. Rated collect 3 oz 8/– stg and 8/11 cy, 12 × 8 d stg; unlike the situation in later times, the
multiple rate was applied to sterling first, and then converted to currency. (If the process had been reversed, 12 × 9 d cy =
9/– cy would have been one penny more.)

After it was opened by the recipient, the latter wrote paid 8..111⁄2 postage; evidently, the local courier charged one half-penny.
(The local delivery fee in Quebec became 1 d a little later.)

mon t r e a l straightline, known 1779–83.



Legal advice to a prisoner at the Quebec jail, 1783

To an inmate of the Quebec gaol (jail), 1783. Carried privately; probably from two judges.

Transcript:

We have considered your petition and have no authority for the treatment you have re-
ceived. We are told that you are also in prison for a breach of the peace and do not know
the circumstances, but we presume that if you make application to the magistrate who com-
mitted you, he will give the proper redress, and see that the jailer treats you with humanity
and according to the law. A Mahane, P Panet
July 17, 1783.



Quebec–Montreal, 1783

Quebec–Montreal, 1783. Rated collect 9 d cy.

qu e b e c straightline, known 1780–92. Relatively wide letter spacing, no date. Quebec Bishop mark, known 1777–99.



Berthier, 1783 & 1784

Berthier (l c)–Quebec, forwarded to Montreal, 1783. Rated collect 9 d cy, the rate to Montreal (101–200miles); then fwd 9, the rate
Montreal to Quebec was added, making a total due of 1/6 cy.

Berthier–Quebec, 1784. Rated 9 d cy collect, 101–200miles.

b e r t h i e r straightline, known 1780–94.



Yamachiche, Maskinongé

Yamachiche–Montreal, 1784. Rated collect 7 d, cy, 61–100miles.

Maskinongé–Montreal, 1786. Rated collect 7 d, cy collect, 61–100miles. The actual distance is 50miles, but road mileage deter-
mined the rate, and it wasn't until somewhat later that more roads were established, and the rate dropped to 41⁄2 d.



Quebec

Quebec–Montreal, 1794. Rated collect 9 d cy (101–200miles). Latest reported strike of qu e b e c ∇ (previously known 1772–91);
encloses Quebec Bishop mark, known 1777–99.

Quebec–Repentigny, 1794. Rated PAID 9 d cy, 101–200miles. qu e b e c c a n ada double arc, known 1793–7; encloses Bishop
mark.



Hugh Finlay promissory note
Contains 1794 promissory note ofHughFinlay, d pmg
1763–99. Hewas dismissed, probably unfairly, for debt.
The letter mentions a debt of £763, due later in the
year, which the writer does not expect to be paid.

Quebec–St Helen (Island of Montreal), 1797. Rated collect
9 d cy, 101–200miles.

qu e b e c c a n ada double arc, known 1793–7; en-
closes Quebec Bishop mark.

Promissory note signed by Hugh Fin-
lay, 1794. Enclosedwithin the let-
ter (but not detected by the post-
master, since double rate was not
charged).

For £37/10/7, presumably in cur-
rency.

Quebec 20th January 1794
On or before the 10thMay next,
I promise to pay toMrAnthony
Vanfelson Thirty seven pounds
ten shillings and seven pence the
amount of his account to this
day, and whatever part of this
note may remain unpaid after
the 10th of May shall bear law-
ful interest. Hugh Finlay



Finlay continued

Receipt for partial payment of the £37 note, 1797.

First page of letter.



Finlay continued

Second page of letter.



Early envelope, 1800

Montreal–Quebec, 1800. Collect double (for the enclosure; this is why envelopes were rarely used until 1844) 8 d stg converted
to 1/6 cy, same as doubling the single rate in currency.

mon t r e a l straightline; there are numerous variations based on differences in date indicia, but these are all from the
same hammer; in use 1789–1801, here with some of the rectangular boundary showing.



Nineteenth century to postal autonomy (1801–51)
Deliberate overcharge
For the period 1810–21, many post offices (mostly in Upper Canada) charged more than official mileage, the difference being
pocketted by the postmaster. An 1821 committee of the Legislative Assembly of the province of Canada looked into this, and
heard testimony from several postmasters (who thought the excess was part of their perquisites).

For multiple rates, in all examples that I know of, the excess was multiplied (rather than being flat). Thus a triple rate letter
61–100miles with a 1 d overcharge would be rated 3 × 8 d cy = 2/– cy.

Kingston–York, 1810. Rated paid 10 d cy. The distance (101–200miles) should have only required 9 d cy.

k i n g s t o n straightline, known 1810–9.

Letter written by Richard Cartwright, a prominent member of the Family Compact.



Deliberate overcharge

Young's Carrying Place (near Kingston)–Montreal, 1814. Rated collect 1/– cy, over charging the rate by 1 d.

k i n g s t o n straightline, known 1810–9.

Young's Carrying Place is located on the neck of land separating the Bay of Quinte from Lake Ontario, about four miles
south of Trenton. It was an important portage point for coureurs du bois. Carried by favour to Kingston, . . . a gentleman waits
for this, promising to put in in the post office for me now on his way to Kingston.

Kingston–Montreal, 1818. Charged 1/– cy as above.



LC to LC, deliberate overcharge
Deliberate overcharge on mail entirely within Lower Canada is quite rare (just the opposite of the situation in Upper Canada).

Drummondville (l c)–Québec, triple, 18 September 1816. Rated collect 2/– d cy. The distance in road mileage apparently being
believed to have been 61–100miles, the rate was presumably 7 d with an excess charge of 1 d per weight/sheet. From about
1831, road mileage was 101–200mi.

Ms; post office opened 1816. Not to be confused with Drummondville, u c (Welland Co).



Deliberate overcharge or not?
From Niagara, less than two months apart. And with the extremely rare horseshoe postmark.

Niagara–Montreal, 20 March 1817 (front). Rated p a i d 2/4 cy, double 401–500miles. No overcharge.

Niagara–York, 1 May 1817. Rated collect 1/8 cy, double 101–200miles, with doubled 1 d deliberate overcharge.

n i a g a r a 1 8 1 (final digit apparently inked in on the bottom cover, not on the top one), known in three strikes, the other
January 1817.



Deliberate overcharge

Niagara–York, 18 June 1818. Collect 10∂ , 1 d overpayment of the 9 d rate for 101–200miles.

n i a g a r a u . c a n ad a double oval, known 1817–19 in five or fewer examples.

Kingston Dole
Actually Dble

Kingston–Montreal, 1819. Initially rated collect 1/– cy, a deliberate overcharge by 1 d of the rate for 201–300miles; then marked
Dble (very likely, an extra sheet was detected by candling) includes 1 d, and charged an additional 1/–, making a total of 2/–
due).

Faint k i n g s t o n straightline on reverse.

An article by Allan Steinhart [a s] discussed this cover; he claimed it was inscribed Dole, and tried to justify it. It says Dble
(with a large tail on the e), of course referring to double weight.



Deliberate overcharge

Brockville–York, 1819. Rated collect 10 d cy, includes 1 d deliberate overcharge.

b r o c kv i l l e straightline, known 1816–30, and one of the commoner (and most clearly struck) Canadian straightlines.
Rarely seen on both sides.

Brockville–York, double, 1821. Rated collect 1/8 d cy, double (including the deliberate overcharge), for the enclosure. A pre-money
letter, as it contained money, but was sent prior to the adoption of the money letter system in Upper Canada (1825).



UC to UC, but not deliberate overcharge
In the period 1810–1821, it is actually more difficult to find covers sent within u c to be charged properly. A higher proportion
of letters u c–l c were not overcharged.

Matilda–Raleigh, 1 January 1820. Rated collect double 9 d cy (101–200miles).

ma t i l d a straightline, known 1820–30



Deliberate overcharge

York–Cornwall (u c), 1821. Rated paid 1/1 cy, as though the mileage were 301–400miles; it is 201–300miles, so only 11 d cy
should have been charged. In this case, the postmaster pocketted the 2 d difference.

y o r k straightline, much less common in red(dish).



Deliberate overcharge of erroneous rate

Pre-money letter, Prescott–York, 22 June 1821. Letter contained £25 cy, hence a pre-money letter.

Rated 1/8 cy collect, double 101–200mile rate (including deliberate overcharge of 1 d, which was also doubled)—but misrated:
should have been double 11 d cy, that is, 1/10 cy. Earliest reported manuscript datestamp Prescott.

Docketing

Here is a slightly later cover over the same route, charged properly (11 d cy for 201–300miles, and without overcharge).

Prescott–York, 19 July 1821. Rated Paid 11∂ cy, 201–300miles. Ms Prescott. Different postmaster.



Deliberate overcharge

Bath (u c)–Waterloo (u c), 12 April (1821). Rated collect 10 d cy, made up of 9 d cy for 61–100miles and 1 d overcharge.

Only reported ms. Post office opened 1819.

Cramahe u c–York, 4 September 1821. Rated collect 1/0 cy, 1 d deliberate overcharge, 201–300miles.

Post office open 1820–29, when it became Colborne. No handstamps have been reported, and this is the only ms, thus the
only postmark known from this office.



Domestic rates (post-deliberate overcharge)
41⁄2 d cy (under 60miles) and 7 d (61–100mi) are very commonly seen.

9 d (101–200mi) and 11 d (201–300mi) are fairly common.

Even 1/2 d (301–400mi) is not scarce (for example, York/Toronto–Montreal). 1/4 (401–500mi) ismore difficult to find, (single)
1/6 (501–600mi) is much more difficult, and 1/8 (601–700mi) is really only ever seen on intercolonial letters (Quebec–
Halifax). There is no obvious uniform translation that applies to the respective sterling rates, 4, 6, 8, 10, 1/–, 1/2, 1/4, 1/6.

101–200 miles
9 d cy

York u c–Niagara Falls, 23 June 1829. Rated collect 1/6, double 101–200miles.

YORK U . C double circle italic. Typeset dated, known 14 May–16 September 1829; ms dated, known August (?)–October
1829. Became the city of Toronto in 1834.

Williams, Huron Tract–York, 1831. Rated collect 9 d cy, 101–200miles. Williams (Huron Co) had a post office 1842–68. Detailed
surveyor's letter concerning division of lands near Lobo, between the Canada Company and the Crown.

l o ndon 1829-type, known 1831–39.



201–300mi
11 d cy until 1844

Perth–York, 1825. Rated collect 1/10 cy, double (enclosure), 201–300miles.

p e r t h straightline on reverse, known 1822–9.

York–Sandwich (u c), 1826. Rated Paid 11 d cy, 200–300miles. From the
Inspector-General's office (IGO).



Ratestamp
One of very few entirely handstamped ratemarks pre-1851.

Buckingham–Quebec, 1835. Rated PA ID 11 d, 201–300miles. Ms 1 below address may indicate the 1 d delivery fee (collect)
in Quebec.

b u c k i n gham l . c double circle known 1834–47. Post office opened 1832.



301–400 miles
1/2 cy until 1844.

York–Montreal, 1823. Rated p∂ 1/2 cy, 301–400miles. y o r k straightline on front, for a change.

Quebec–York, 1830. Carried privately to Montreal, and rated collect 1/2 cy, 301–400miles. Addressed to the Lieut-Governor
of Upper Canada.

Small montreal circle, known 1825–36.



401–500 miles
1/4 cy

Colborne UC–Lord Aylmer (Elmour), Governor-General of Canada, 20 August 1832. Collect 1/4, 401–500miles.

COLBORNE U. C double oval, made out of the double circle. Known May 1832–February 1833.

Waterford (u c)–Montreal, 17 January 1833. Money letter. Rated paid 2/8 cy, double 1/4, 401–500miles.

Ms Waterford (Norfolk Co). Post office opened 1826. Ms reported 1829–36.



501–600 miles
1/6 cy

Quebec–Saint John (n b), 1834. Rated collect 1/6 cy, rate by mileage to destination.

Double circle quebec, very common, known 1833–42.

Montreal–London (cw), 1845. Rated collect 1/6 cy, 500–600miles.

Advertised & not called for/London PO/Sept 1 1845. From the Crown Lands Office.



501–600 miles
1/6 cy

Owen Sound (Grey Co, CW)–Montreal, 16 March 1847. Rated collect 1/6 cy, 501–600miles.

Ms Owen Sound. Post office opened 1846. One other ms is known, 22 December 1846.

Howard–Montreal, 1848. Rated P A I D 1/6, 501–600miles.

howard u c 1831-type known 1833–48.



601–700 miles
1/8 cy

Quebec–Halifax, 1829. Rated collect 1/8 cy (by mileage) plus 1 d local delivery fee in Halifax.

qu e b e c fleuron wings, known 1809–30.

Bellevue (l c)–Niagara, 1837. Rated collect 1/101⁄2 cy made up from 1/8 cy (601–700miles), and 21⁄2 d cy incoming ship letter fee.

Oval quebec ship letter crown, here used on domestic cover.



601–700 miles
1/8 cy

Windsor–Montreal, 1844. Rated collect1/8 cy,
601–700miles.

Tinywindsor c.w. 18 oct 1844 straight-
line, known 1843–5.

Montreal–Sandwich (u c), quadruple 1848. Prepaid 6/8
= 4× 1/8 cy (two ounces, 601–700miles; straight-
line distance is only 520miles). FromCrown Lands
Office.



Conversion to currency changes slightly
On 21 October 1843, currency/sterling equivalence was slightly altered. While the 41⁄2, 7, & 9 d rates remained the same, the
11 d rate (201–300miles) became 111⁄2 d and the 1/2 cy rate (301–400mi) became 1/11⁄2 cy.

The latest 11 d use (201–300mi) I could find was September 1843, and the earliest 111⁄2 d cover was dated October 1844; the
earliest date for 1/11⁄2 cy (301–400mi) was April 1844. So the conversion changes occurred sometime in the period September
1843–April 1844.

On 5 January 1844, the cumbersome multiplicity scheme was replaced by weight (per half-ounce), so it is tempting to
conjecture that these conversion changes occurred at the same time.

The 1/4, 1/6, 1/8 rates (respectively, 401–500mi, 501–600mi, and 601–700mi) appear to have been unchanged.

11 d �→ 11.5 d

Frampton (l c)–Montreal, October 1844. Rated 111⁄2 collect.



11 d �→ 11.5 d

Montreal–Litchfield (l c), 1846. Originally rated collect 9 d cy for 101–200miles; but the distance (by road) was determined to
be 201–300miles, hence the rerating (More to pay 21⁄2) to 111⁄2 collect.

Via Bytown to Litchfield, and then to Pembroke. Not known

Litchfield seriffed double broken circle known used 1843–53.

Buckingham (c e)–Quebec, 1849. Collect 111⁄2 d cy, 201–300miles. Buckingham double broken circle known 1848–62.



11 d �→ 11.5 d

Ste Claire (c e)–Montreal, 1850. Charged 111⁄2 d cy, 201–300miles.

Ms Ste Claire (Dorchester Co); post office opened 1849.

The XO marking is more commonly seen on money letters, and its purpose is unknown.

Murray Bay (c e)–Montreal, 1850. Charged 111⁄2 d cy, 201–300miles.

Ms Murray Bay (Charlevoix East Co); post office open 1832–1914.



1/2 �→ 1/11⁄2

Gentilly–Kingston, April 1844. Rated collect 1/11⁄2 cy, 301–400mi.

g e n t i l l y l . c double circle known 1833–58. Despite clean strike, worn appearance.

Port Credit (u c)–Montréal, 29 August 1844. Rated collect 1/11⁄2 cy, 301–400miles.

Only reported Port Credit ms.



1/2 �→ 1/11⁄2

Ms Grande Baie (Chicoutimi Co, c e). Post office opened 6 January 1850.

Grande Baie–Montreal, 3 May 1850. Charged 1/11⁄2 cy, 301–400miles.

Grande Baie–Montreal, 27 December 1850. Charged 1/11⁄2 cy, 301–400miles.



Rate changes due to mileage
Distances used to the determine the rates referred to the total road mileage, not the straightline distance. As new roads
were built, road mileage could drop sufficiently that the rate would decrease. Here is an example of the reverse phenomenon.
Perhaps the route was remeasured?

Maskinongé–Montreal, 13November 1785. Rated collect 41⁄2 d cy, under 60miles. The straight line distance was around 50miles,
so perhaps the postmaster mistakenly used this to determine the rate.

Maskinongé–Montreal, 28 September 1786. Rated collect 7 d cy, 61–100miles. Same correspondence.



Mileage change
Drummondville (Drummond Co, l c), post office opened 1816. Not to be confused with Drummondville, u c (Welland Co; post
office opened 1830).

Drummondville (l c)–Québec, triple, 18 September 1816. Rated collect 2/– d cy. The distance in road mileage apparently being
believed to have been 61–100miles, the rate was presumably 7 d with an excess charge of 1 d per weight/sheet. From about
1831, road mileage was 101–200mi.

Drummondville–Québec, 1831. Rated collect 9 cy; now evidently the road mileage was 101–200miles.

d rummondv i l l e , 1829-type, known 1829–49. That's a good strike.



Rate change and late deliberate overcharge (?)
Ste Anne l c ms and first hammer. St Anne (de la Perade), Champlain County, LC. Post office opened 1820.

St Anne (de la Perade; Champlain Co, l c)–Québec, 27 February 1822. Despite the postmaster being French-speaking (fv for février),
the office name was written in English (St, rather than Ste). Rated 12 d cy; deliberate overcharge of the 201–300mile rate?

St Anne–Québec, 1838. Rated collect 9 d cy, 101–200mile rate; possibly the road mileage decreased in the 16-year interval.

First hammer, double circle italic, written S A INT ANNE, known 1831–39.



Rate change
Rates were by road mileage; presumably, between 1836 and 1841, more roads were established, and reduced the road mileage
Frelighsburg–Montreal. The straightline distance is 55miles.

Frelighsburg–Montreal, 1836. Rated Paid 7∂ cy, 61–100miles.

Frelighsburg–Montreal, 1841. Rated collect 41⁄2 cy, under 60miles.

f r e l i g h s b u r g 1829-type, known 1829–48. Post office opened 1827.



Rate change
Rates were by road mileage; presumably, between 1836 and 1841, more roads were established, and reduced the road mileage
Frelighsburg–Montreal. The straightline distance is 55miles.

Frelighsburg–Montreal, 1836. Rated Paid 7∂ cy, 61–100miles.

Frelighsburg–Montreal, 1841. Rated collect 41⁄2 cy, under 60miles.

f r e l i g h s b u r g 1829-type, known 1829–48. Post office opened 1827.



Short paid

Warwick (u c)–Sandwich, 1845. Rated initially 1/6 cy, double 101–200miles, partially erased and replaced by 2/3 (triple) at office

of origin. Reweighed (probably at Sandwich), and found to be 11⁄2+–2 oz; this required quadruple rate, ms under rated 9 more; at
the same time, marked over 1 oz (which is confusing, because it has become quadruple, not triple).

warw i c k u . c . serif double broken circle, earliest reported strike, known to 1855.



Multiple rates to 1851
From 1763–1844, domestic rates obtained from distance were multiplied according to the following rules.

(a) If exactly one sheet, multiplication by 1 (that is, no change), no matter what the weight;

(b) if more than one sheet and weighs at least an ounce [28.3 g], multiply by the number of quarter ounces (or part thereof);

(c) if more than one sheet and weighs at most an ounce, multiply by the number of sheets, up to a maximum of four.

Any piece of paper/material enclosed counted as a sheet. The number of sheets was determined by candling.

Originally, the distance rates, computed in sterling, were to be multiplied and then converted to currency. However, some-
time in the 1810s, the rule became to convert the single rate to currency, and then multiply. (Since conversions typically had
rounding errors, the two methods typically yielded different results.) Drop letters were exempt, and always charged single,
no matter the weight or number of sheets.

From 6 January 1844, multiplicity became simpler and resulted in cheaper postage: the number of half-ounces or part
thereof. Until this date, letters in envelopes were counted as at least two sheets, so envelopes were almost never used.

Quebec–Montreal, unovigintuple rate, 1801

Quebec–Montreal, unovigintuple (21×), 1801. Rated collect 51⁄4 oz 15/7 cy. Single rate is 8 d stg, and 21 × 8 d = 168 d stg; this
converted to 187 d cy = 15/7 cy at the then-current conversion rate (which varied slightly, and really only made a difference
for high multiples). In these early days, conversion occurred after multiplication. (Later, it would have been 21 × 9 d cy =
15/9.)

Straightline quebec, with several dating variations, known 1799–1809.



Quintuple, 1797

Three Rivers–Quebec, quintuple, 1797. Rated PAID 2/11 cy; the
charge was 6 d stg for 61–100miles, quintupled (11⁄4 ounces) to
2/6 stg, which translates (roughly) to 2/11 cy, which by coinci-
dence is also obtained by reversing the order, 5 × 7 d cy.

Straightline t h r e e r i v e r s, known 1792–9.



Triple, 1812

Probably Montreal–Quebec, 1812. Rated paid 2/3 cy, triple. In this case, triple the sterling rate of 8 d would have converted to
2/3, which is also triple 9 d cy.

Faint montreal straightline. The paid handstamp appears to be made from loose type.



Double, 1819

Vittoria Long Point–District of Johnstown (u c), 19 July 1819. Charged 1/3 cy. District of Johnstown (1800–50) comprised a very
large area of u c; the district town was Elizabethtown (from 1808). Current road mileage Vittoria–Elizabethtown is 66mi, so
the road mileage at the time was likely 61–100mi, or possibly 101–200mi; corresponding charges would have been 7 d or 9 d
per sheet, respectively.

But double 6 d stg would have converted to 1/3 cy. This is thus not likely deliberate overcharge (the overcharge would have
been doubled), but a late use of the early method of calculating multiple rates.

v i t t o r i a l o n g p o i n t . u c a n ad a . double oval, known April 1818–July 1819. Final digit of the year is written in.



LC and LC–UC, quadruple

Montreal (?)–Quebec, quadruple, 1819. PAID 3N, 4 × 9 d cy.

Montreal–Queenston, 1821. Rated quadruple (1 oz) collect, 4 × 1/2 = 4/8 cy, 500–600miles.

Montreal straightline known used 1810–28.



UC sextuple money letter

Cornwall–York, money letter,November 1826. Amount enclosed noted on the front; this was discouraged—as it invited theft—so
is seldom seen. Rated collect 11⁄2 oz 5/6 cy, sextuple rate (per quarter ounce), for distance 201–300miles. Over-inked straight-
line p e r t h (known 1822–29) on reverse.



Quadruple money letter

District of Johnstown–York, money letter, February 1828. Rated collect 3/8 cy, quadruple, for distance 201–300miles. Contained a
large number of bank notes (arising from payment of duties on alcohol), which were itemized (below).



Niagara triple and quintuple

Niagara–York, 1825. Rated collect 1/9 cy, triple (3/4 oz) 61–100miles. This is a pre-money letter (according to the letter, it
contained cash, but was not marked as a money letter).

Niagara–Amherstburg, quintuple, 1829. Rated 11
4 oz Paid 4/7 cy, 5× 11 d cy (201–300miles). The tiny Paid marking is known

1825–29.

Double circle n i a g a r a u . c . with typeset date known 1820–9, this being the latest recorded.



Quadruple

Brockville (Leeds Co, u c)–York, quadruple, 29 December (1829). Rated collect 1 oz 3/8 cy, four times 11 d cy, 201–300miles.

Only reported Brockville ms.

Rate adjusted at destination

William Henry–Québec, via Montréal, quadruple, 1830s. Rated initially 1/6 cy, double (two sheets) 9 d cy, 101-200miles, then

reweighed or candled and found to be four sheets or 3/4
+
–1 oz, so postage redoubled to 3/– cy. The PAID stamp was struck at

Québec (destination), indicating payment by the recipient.

wi l l i am h e n r y 1829-type known 1830–34.



UC, octuple and septuple

Dundas–St Thomas (u c), heavy money letter, 1830s. 2 oz PAID 6/ cy. Straightline distance was 84miles, but by road, it must have
exceeded 100miles. Octuple rate, 8 × 9 d cy.

Bath–Toronto, septuple, money letter, 1834. 13/4 oz (seven quarter ounces) 5/3 cy, 7 × 9 d, collect for 101–200miles.

1829-type b a t h is known typeset-dated 1834–36.



UC, thirty-one times rate
I don't know the word for this (unotridecatuple?). Reportedly ([hal]), the heaviest known money letter (31×).

Perth–York, cash (money letter), 31×, 1832. This contained American banknotes totalling the equivalent of £348/10/– cy; they
are itemized (below). The list also gives contemporary currency conversion, $100 equivalent to £25 cy.

Rated 7 3/4 oz 28/5 cy, charged 31 times the 11 d, 201–300mile rate.

Relatively common Perth 1829-issue postmark.

A list of the 306 (!) bills enclosed.



Quadruple and triple

Montreal–Quebec, quadruple, 1832. Rated collect 3/– cy, 4 × 9 d cy, 101–200miles. Addressed to the private secretary to the
Lieut-Governor of Lower Canada, from a sergeant applying for land.

Montreal–Quebec, triple, 1833. Rated collect 2/3 cy, 3 × 9 d cy, 101–200miles.



Quadruple

Hawkesbury–Quebec, 1832. Rated quadruple collect 1 Oz 3/8 cy, 4 × 11 d cy, 201–300miles.

hawk e s b u r y 1829-type, known 1830–41.



UC and UC–LC quintuple and sextuple

Yonge (u c)–Toronto, 15 October 1834. Rated collect 4/7 cy, quintuple (11⁄4 oz) 201–300miles. Money letter.

Toronto–Montreal, forwarded to Quebec, sextuple rate, 1836. Rated initially 7/– cy (6 × 1/2 cy, Toronto–Montreal, 11⁄2 ounces), then
charged an additional 6 × 9 d, forwarded to Quebec; total due 11/6. Faint TOO LATE applied in Toronto.



UC tridectuple and dectuple

Hamilton–Vittoria (u c), tridectuple (13×), 1839. Rated 31⁄4 oz paid 4/101⁄2 cy, 13 × 4
1⁄2 d, under 60miles.

Chippawa–Vittoria, dectuple, 1843. Rated 21⁄2 oz, paid 7/6 cy, 10 × 9 d, 101–200miles.



UC quadruple

Toronto–Cornwall, quadruple 1840. Rated quadruple 4 × 11 d cy collect, 201–300miles.

Windsor–Kingston, quadruple, 14 December 1842. Rated collect 1oz (quadruple), 5/4 = 4 × 1/4 cy, 401–500miles. Money letter.

Windsor ms reported July–December 1842.



LC quadruple

Stanstead–Montreal, quadruple, 1840. RatedPAID 3/–, 4× 9 d cy (101–200miles). Serif double circle Stanstead, known 1836–41.



Quadruple
From 6 January 1844, letters were charged per half-ounce.

Chippawa–Vittoria, June 1844. 4 Rates p a i d 3/– cy (201–300miles and 1
1⁄2+–2 ounces). Ms Vittoria on reverse.

Quebec–Montreal, endorsed Scrip and Money Letter, 1847. Rated (red Quebec crown cancel, common) Paid 3/– cy, quadruple for
distance 101–200miles.



Short rated, double to triple to quadruple

Warwick (u c)–Sandwich, 1845. Rated initially 1/6 cy, double 101–200miles, partially erased and replaced by 2/3 (triple) at office

of origin. Reweighed (probably at Sandwich), and found to be 11⁄2+–2 oz; this required quadruple rate, ms under rated 9 to pay;
at the same time, marked over 1 oz (which is confusing, because it has become quadruple, not triple).

warw i c k u . c . serif double broken circle, earliest reported strike, known to 1855.



Octuple

Toronto–Vittoria, octuple, 1846. Rated paid 6/–
cy, made up as 8× 9 d cy, 101–200miles, four
ounces.



Quadruple

Quebec–St-Pierre-les-Becquets (l c), money letter, 1847. General issue money letter handstamp, roman letters.

Rated prepaid 2/4 cy quadruple (11⁄2+–2 ounces), 61–100miles.

Montreal–Guelph (u c), quadruple, 1847. Rated quadruple 4 × 1/4 d, 400–500miles.



Quadruple

Montreal–Sandwich (u c), quadruple 1848. Prepaid 6/8 = 4 × 1/8 cy (two ounces, 501–600miles). From the Crown Lands Office.

River-Trent–Toronto, quadruple, 1849. Rated collect 3/– cy, 4× 9 d (101–200miles; the distance is barely over 100miles). Too Late
for the day's (or week's) mail despatch. Basal sideways 3.

My first stampless cover ($2, Crown Stamps on Church Street in Toronto, late 1960s).



Quadruple

Toronto–Montreal, April 1850. Rated prepaid 4/6 cy; this is quadruple 1/11⁄2; rate changed from 1/2 around late 1843.

Too Late handstamp, applied at Toronto.

The TORONTO-CANADA PAID handstamp was proofed 6 March 1850. The previously earliest reported strike was dated
1851. A magnification of the postmark yields 1850 as the year, and AP as the month.



Local delivery fee, drop letters, . . .

Some larger offices had both pick-up and delivery, generically by an unofficial runner. Typically the fee was a flat 1 d (inde-
pendent of weight or number of sheets), although that of Quebec varied between 1 and 2 d in the nineteenth century.

A drop letter is one dropped off at the post office to be picked up by the addressee. The meaning has been extended to include
letters mailed within the area covered by the post office, or within the same town. With a few exceptions, the fee was again a
flat 1 d cy.

Local delivery in Quebec

Montreal–Quebec, duodectuple, earliest b n a envelope, 1779. Rated collect 3 oz 8/– stg and 8/11 cy. The conversion ratio ster-
ling/currency was 13/12 at this time, which applied to 8/– yields 8/8 d currency; yet it was calculated to be 8/11 (multiple
rate was applied to sterling first, and then converted to currency; the other way around, 12 × 9 d cy = 9/– cy). Perhaps an
arithmetic error by the clerk?

After it was opened by the recipient, the latter wrote paid 0l..8s..111⁄2∂ postage (l s d); evidently, the local courier charged
one half-penny. (The local delivery fee in Quebec became 1 d a little later.)

← goes around the back (composite image)

The use of envelopes (here, homemade and with a seal) was discouraged, because the enclosure was regarded as an extra sheet,
hence extra postage would be charged. (If however, the weight exceeded one ounce, rating was per quarter ounce, so the
additional sheet would not necessarily increase the postage.) This was in effect until 1844, when the charge became simply
per half-ounce.

mon t r e a l straightline, known 1779–83.



Courier to the office of origin, 1790
Now the letter carrier fee in Quebec is 1 d.

Quebec–Chambly, 1790. Rated paid 9 d cy (101–200miles); Mr Gerout's man has paid me 10∂/James Saurez. The difference, 1 d, is
the letter carrier fee to the Quebec post office.

qu e b e c ∇, known 1772–94.



Pick-up in Quebec

Quebec–Argenteuil, 1817. Local carrier fee 1 d; Paid one penny to runner. Paid 1/6 d cy, double rate 101–200miles, and quebec paid,
known 1812–30.

Castle of St Louis, Quebec 23 May 1817

I have received throughEarl Bathurst, one ofHisMajesty's
Principal Secretaries of State, the Commands of his Royal
Highness The Prince Regent, to direct, that you do trans-
mit to me under your Signature, with the least possible
delay, an Account stating the Tenure, Duties, and Emol-
uments, of your Office, according to the Form herewith
inclosed.

I am . . .

Sherbrooke



Delivery in Quebec

Montreal–Quebec, quadruple, 1819. Charged 3/– cy, quadruple 9 d rate. payé par moi 3/1, additional 1 d for local delivery.

William Henry (later, Sorel)–Quebec, 1824. Rated paid 10∂ cy, made up from 9 d, 101–200miles William Henry to Quebec, and 1 d
local delivery fee at Quebec.



Quebec drop letter, 1835
At Quebec, on the basis of examples, the drop letter rate is known to have been 2 d September 1829–August 1831 and November
1835–October 1847; it is known to have been 1 d February 1832–September 1834.

Quebec drop letter, 1835. Rated paid [known 1834–9] 2∂ , drop letter rate. Letter from merchant JW Woolsey (23–24 rue St
Pierre) to Mme Buckley, care of a Mr Brewin. On the right (below) is a letter, dated 7 May 1835 addressed to Mme Buckley;
on the left on the same sheet is a legal letter from CF (Grosse Ile, 14 May 1835) to Woolsey referring to the latter's message to
MmeBuckley and to her late husband's will. Docketing on reverse indicates that she received it on the 24th.

—avec beaucoup d'aide de Cimon Morin!



Quebec drop letter, 1840s
The 2 d drop letter rate was in effect in Quebec ca 1834–47.

Quebec, 1840s. p a i d a t qu e b e c l . c . 2 d; on reverse is an endorsement, Montreal circular. Carried privately to Quebec.



Drop letters

Quebec drop letter, 1833. Rated collect ∂1.

Toronto drop money letter, 1837. 1d collect (flat drop letter rate; the weight or number of enclosures was irrelevant). The large
manuscriptM is a standard Toronto money letter marking.



Montreal drop letters

Montreal drop letter, 1843 [front]. Rated co collect 1d cy, drop letter rate.

Carried privately from Cobourg to Montreal, and mailed as a drop letter, 1845. Rated collect 1d cy, drop letter rate.



Drop letters

Toronto drop letter, 1843. Rated P A I D 1 d cy, drop letter rate.

Kingston drop letter, 1844. Rated collect 1 d cy.

Guelph drop letter, 1850. Collect 1 d, drop letter rate. From a grammar school master requesting funds for a ladder.



Drop letters

Woodstock drop letter, 1847.
Rated collect1 d cy, drop
letter rate.

Chippawa drop letter, 1847. Collect ∂1.

Lochaber (l c) drop letter, 1846. Collect
1∂ cy.

l o ch a b e r l . c double circle, known
1833–48.



Drop letters

Belleville drop letter, February 1851. Collect 1 d, drop letter.

Guelph, 12 March 1851. Collect 1 d, drop letter. Return address is Puslinch (a nearby village), dated four days earlier. This had
a post office. The letter was dropped off in Guelph, saving 3

1⁄2 d.



Way letters
Letters handed to letter carriers en route; the carrier was required to deposit them at the first post office encountered. There
was no additional charge for this.

Straightline

Three Rivers–Montreal, way letter 1819. Charged 9 cy, 101–200miles.

Two-line way l e t t e r handstamp (applied at Three Rivers); type similar to that of the straightline.



Way St Hyacinthe
Way letter given to mail courier en route to St Hyacinthe; then ms applied at St Charles.

St Hyacinthe Co, l c. St Hyacinthe post office opened in 1820, and St Charles opened 1822.

WayStHyacinthe/StCharles (l c)–
Québec, 17 December 1829. Col-
lect 9 d cy, 101–200miles.

Way St Hyacinthe Post Office on
reverse (at bottom) indicates it
was given to a courier on the
way to StHyacinthe. At St Charles,
ms Way St Hyacinthe/St Charles
17 Dec 1829 inscribed by post-
master.

Addressed to Surveyor- Gen-
eral of Woods & Forests. Not
eligible for free franking (OnH.M.S.
at top), as provincial Parliament
was not in session.



Way letter

Montreal–Quebec, picked up along the Way, 1835. Rated collect 9 d cy, the standard rate m–q.

Double circle Quebec is common and known used 1834–41.

Barrie (u c)–Toronto, money letter, Way, 1840. Rated collect 1/9 cy, triple 7 d cy (61–100miles). LargeM (for money letter) applied
in Toronto. From a colonel, thus not eligible for military concession.

Double circle b a r r i e u . c ., known used 1839–42.



Printed matter

Very early printed matter
Printed matter service became available in 1826, at a charge of 1 d per sheet. Early examples are rare.

Quebec–Montreal, 1828. Rated collect Printed papers only 3∂ (printed matter at 1 d per sheet), plus 1 d, Montreal delivery fee.



Printed matter
Sesquirated (!) printed matter

Toronto–Guelph, 11⁄2 printed sheets, 1843. Rated PAID 11⁄2 d, a very strange rate. Evidently charged at 1 d per sheet, allowing half-
sheets. Military address. ex-Stulberg.



Toronto–Montreal printed matter

Toronto–Montreal, double printed matter, to MPP, 1851. Rated Paid 2D and PAID 2d, presumably double printed matter rate. This
was a French-language petition from St-François-de-la-Beauce, requesting a subsidy for a bridge to be built over the Chaudière
River. [Although undated, this is very likely before 6 April 1851, when the printed matter rate became 1⁄2 d per half ounce.



Mail with the rest of BNA
Rates between Canada and the Atlantic provinces was charged by road mileage. As a result, postage was extremely high, and
remained so until 1851. So we see relatively few covers in either direction.

Quebec–NB

Quebec–Mlle LeBrun, New Brunswick, 1798. Rated PAID 1/4, 501–600miles. How this got to destination is mysterious.

Large circular qu e b e c c a n ada. handstamp, known 1798–9. The year indicia were removable. It encloses a separate
handstamp, the Bishop mark used at Quebec, known 1777–99, often in conjunction with other instruments, as here.



LC–NS, 1809

Monkville (near Montreal; had no post office)–Halifax, 1808–9. Rated PAID 2/1 cy, 801–900miles, and charged 1∂ local delivery
fee in Halifax. Datelined 16 November 1808; Montreal straightline reads 26 December 1808, and docketing yields arrival date
of 16 February 1809.

A long Monk family letter.



NS, NB–Quebec

Halifax–Quebec, 1814. Rated collect 1/8 cy, 801–900miles. First year of Halifax four blobs dater.

St John–Quebec, double, 1830. Rated collect 3/– cy, 2 × 1/6 mileage. St John fleuron wings on reverse.



Quebec–NS, NB; 1829, 1832

Quebec–Halifax, 1829. Rated collect 1/8 d cy (801–900miles), and Halifax local delivery fee of 1 d .

Quebec–Miramichi, 1832. Rated collect 2/8 cy, and an additional 2/–. This is likely double 1/4, Quebec to Fredericton (361miles),
and 1/–, Fredericton to Miramichi.



Quebec to PEI

Quebec–Charlottetown, via Halifax, 1832. To the left of the 8, extremely faint paid 1/8 d cy (Quebec–Halifax, 632measured miles),
struck through and then erased, and charged 8 d cy, Halifax–Charlottetown/p e i. Halifax four blobs (1814–45).



NB–LC; 1832, 1833

Dalhousie (n b)–Quebec, 1832. Rated Paid 2/–, and 1/4. I haven't a clue how these were obtained.

da l hou s i e n . b . p o s t o f fi c e double circle, known only in 1832; the post office opened 6 July 1831.

Restigouche (n b)–Quebec via Fredericton, 1833. Rated collect 2/6 cy, double 1/3 (301–400miles, possibly miscalculated). Prior to
the route via Miramichi.

The faint mark at upper left is the large crude Miramichi ∗, known 1828–34



NB–LC; 1834, 1833
Collect letters sent from n b and n s were charged at the post offices (and way offices, the charge for the latter being 2 d) that
they passed through. This led to complicated rates. Part of the problem is that many pre-1835 rates (and some post-1835) are
not documented.

Restigouche–Quebec, 1834. From
Restigouche (no post office); how-
ever, nearby was Dalhousie
(northern tip of n b). Mira-
michi (later, Chatham) is south-
east of Dalhousie.

Fredericton is southwest of
Miramichi; the route, Dalhousie
to Miramichi to Fredericton,
moves farther from Quebec.

Dalhousie–Miramichi is rated
1/– cy.

Post-1835 rates listed in [jgy]

give 9 d for Chatham to Fred-
ericton (or 1/1 if by Dorch-
ester). It is plausible that the
pre-1835 rate was 1/–.

It would be nice if the rate
Fredericton to Quebec were
1/4; but it was 1/– stg, or about
1/2 cy. It is possible that at
the time, roadmileage exceeded
400, although there is no ev-
idence of that.

Restigouche–Quebec, 1833. Double rates of the cover

above. Either theweightwas 1⁄4+–
1⁄2 ounces, or there

was an enclosure.

This one has double the rates with same set of
postmasters, but doesn't havemost of the postmarks
(the n b ∗ series was introduced in 1833, but only
one office has a strike recorded in that year).

Not shown is a Fredericton serif double broken
circle, dated 15 September 1833, supporting the last
leg being Fredericton to Quebec.



LC–NB

Quebec–Saint John, 1834. Rated collect 1/6 cy, by mileage to destination.

Double circle quebec, very common, known 1833–42.

Québec–Kempt Road (Restigouche), via New Carlisle (Bonaventure Co, l c) and Carleton, circular, left the country, 28 July 1838. Rated 41⁄2,
41⁄2, 2 d, totalling 11 d due. Possibly Q–New Carlisle, under 60miles; it stayed there about a month, before being forwarded to
Carleton (also under 60miles; the reason for the 2 d rate is unclear, but might have been the Lévis–Q fee on the return.

Double ms: New Carlisle post office opened 1837.



LC–NB

Quebec–Kingston (n b), returned to sender, 18 August 1843. Arrived at Fredericton 22August. It was ADVERTISED & not taken

(a very rare, possibly unique marking), and datestamped 21 December 1843, probably to be returned to sender. Charged
1/2 collect, 301–400miles, in effect until October 1843 (the rate then dropped to 1/1

1⁄2, but this had no effect on the postage
due). The X at upper left might be an indication that it was to be returned to sender.



Montreal–NB via US
Some mail between the province of Canada and the Maritimes was carried via the u s, often at considerably less postage than
if through Canada. For more details, see [d'a]. An 1857 example is shown in the post-1851 section (mail with the Maritimes).

Montreal–St Andrews (n b), via Lake Champlain and Boston, 1838. Rated PAID 9 d cy, double under 60miles to the border, PAID

371⁄2¢ double u s rate 150–400miles to Boston and the St Andrews exchange. Then charged 4∂ at the St Andrews-Robbinston
exchange point, double the cross-border rate. The steamboat handstamp was applied on Lake Champlain.



Maritimes to Canada

Grand Falls (n b)–Quebec, 1838. Rated collect 11 d cy, 201–300miles.

grand falls n.b
k double circle, known 1838–46. Four n b offices had double circles (without post office), from 1838: Bend

of Petitcodiac (with paid), Grand Falls, St Andrews, and Woodstock.

Halifax–Kingston (cw), 1844. Rated collect 2/5 cy, 901–1000miles.



Intercolonial

Madawaska (n b)–Quebec, 1845. Rated Paid 9 d, intercolonial, 101–200miles.

MADAWASKA NEW BRUNSWICK postmark known 1839–48.



UC to Prince Edward Island
Only reported money letter from the Province of Canada to p e i.

Sandwich (u c)–Charlottetown, via Quebec & Pictou (n s), 1846. Datelined Sandwich, initially postmarked at Windsor (uc; faint),
and then London (uc) in red; there is a faint red vertical money-letter handstamp probably also applied there. The larger
handstamp was applied at Quebec.

Rated to Quebec 2/01⁄2 (cy), single (half-ounce at this time)701–800miles,Windsor–Quebec. There should have been substantial
additional postage for the rest of the trip (1/8 to Halifax and 9 d to Charlottetown), but there is no evidence of further charges.
The rest of the postage could have been marked on the (so far nonexistent) money letter wrappers from either Canada or p e i.

The symbols at the upper left (X OE) have been seen on Canadian covers, but their meaning is unknown.



Newfoundland–LC

St John's (n f)–Quebec, 1848. Initially rated collect 4 d stg, St John's to Halifax; this was struck through and replaced by 2/01⁄2 cy,
made up of 41⁄2 d (conversion of 4 d sterling to currency) and 1/8 cy, Halifax–Quebec, 601–700 (actually 632) miles.

The Quebec cancel on the front is an offset (reversed).

St John's PAID AT crown
Part of the general issue to colonial post offices

St John's to Quebec via Halifax, 1849. Originally rated prepaid 4 d stg, port to port rate to Halifax; then charged 1/8 cy, Halifax
to Quebec (by mileage). As a guess, More–To–Pay. was applied in Quebec.



Too late
Identical script Too Late handstamps were distributed from London in 1845. St John and Charlottetown were the only two
offices in b n a to receive one. Fewer than five strikes are known for St John.

St John–Quebec, 1845. Rated collect 1/4 cy, 401–500miles (440).

St John–Cornwall (cw), 1848. Rated paid 1/8 cy, 501–600miles.

Script Too Late, issued by the London g p o to only two offices in b n a, Saint John and Charlottetown. Previously only
reported in 1845.



Free
Mail could be free for several reasons: (a) official mail, (b) postmaster's perquisites (until 1837) included sending two personal
single letters per mailing free, (c) mail to a government office within ten days of a session of provincial parliament.

Montreal–Kingston, 1819. Early handstamp f r e e. Postmaster to postmaster.

York–Sandwich, 1819. Free. Ms York—appears to be in the same hand-
writing and ink. Straightline y o r k on reverse.



Free

Niagara–Queenston (u c), 1825. Small serif Free handstamp, known at Niagara. Postmaster to postmaster. n i a g a r a typeset-
dated double circle.



Free money letter
Postmasters were allowed two free letters per mailing (the number changed, until the practise was dropped altogether) as part
of their perquisites, but free money letters are difficult to find. This example is very early.

Free money letter, Sherbrooke–Quebec, enclosed ribbon sample, 3 August 1826. One of the earliest money letters reported, and one
of the very few sent free—in this case, postmaster's perquisite—in this early period (until 1835). Initialled by Sherbrooke
postmaster Ann Whitcher (AW) lower left, with ms money letter upper left.

Enclosed an unspecified amount of money in payment for boots and gloves. Still attached via pin is a sample blue ribbon
as a colour match.

←Blue ribbon, attached by pin



Free

Saint Johns–Montréal (22 October 1828). Free is in the same ink as the ms. One of very few undated ms.



Free

Colborne (u c)–Clerk of the Peace, Port Hope, 27March 1829 (very early for a double circle italic). Free; probably on official business.

COLBORNE UC double circle italic, known 27 March 1829–9 March 1832. Earliest reported strike. Formerly known as
Cramahe.

Raleigh–Sandwich, 27 July 1829. Rated Free.

Only reported ms.



Free

Amherstburgh–Sandwich, 1830. free

Amh e r s t b u r gh 1829-type, known 1830–7. Earliest reported strike

Queenston UC–Vittoria, 1831. Free from the postmaster to the postmaster of Vittoria; a filled-in printed form letter indicating
the postage account on letters sent there from the u s via Queenston. For April–June 1831, only 20 such letters were sent,
totalling u s $4.25.

Babyville (l c)–Québec, 14 August 1832. Free John Bigelow PM. Ms Babyville.



Free

Waterford (u c)–Montréal, 13 January 1831. Free. MsWaterford.

Quebec–Queenston, via York, August 1831. Distinctive boxed York Free. With y o r k u p - c a n circle.

Port Burwell–Brantford, 1832. Free.

Double circle italic PORT BURWEL L U. C., known 1831–42.



Free (and not so free) money letters

Port Stanleyu c–Queenston, 6May 1831.
Fromone postmaster to another, I en-
close the amount of $1.853/4 , being the
sum of American postage received at this
office during the last quarter.

Earliest reported strike of Port Stan-
ley double circle italic.

Port Stanley–Queenston, 1833. Same correspondence.

Port Stanley–Toronto, quadruple money letter, 1834. Rated collect 1 oz 3/–; 4 × 9 d, 101–200miles.

The sender once again the postmaster (Bostwick at lower left). Sent to the Receiver-General, so the pm decided to charge it
(let the government pay!).



Free

Norwich–Vittoria, 22 June 1833. Free Latest reported strike of NORWICH U.C; hammer showing wear.

Trois Pistoles–Quebec, ms and double circle, both Free, 1833
& 1836); below, also money letter.

YongeMills–NorthCrosby (u c) 23 January 1834.
Rated Free, with postmaster's initials. No
post office known asNorthCrosby is known.
Ms known 1834–41.

There was no post office at YongeMills
until 1892; however, ms (lower left) reads
Yonge Jany . 23 . 34.



Free

Hamilton–Queenston, 1834. FREE. Faint 1829-type.

Dewittville–Montréal, 10 March 1835. Free J Davidson PM. Ms Dewittville, Huntingdon Co, l c. Post office opened 1832.

Prescott–Niagara Falls, 9 December 1836. Free. Ms known 1821–40.



Free, but not so marked

Simcoe–Toronto, free money letter, 1837. Free, although not marked—it was sent by the postmaster, and there are no rate marks.

Large M applied at Toronto, indicating money letter. Latest reported strike of double circle s i m c o e u . c.



Free money letters

Gosfield–StThomas, 1837. Small heavily-serifedFREEhandstamp.
Gosfield double broken circle (1831 order), known 1834–1843.

The postmaster (sender, P Scratch) was acting as agent for the
Liberal newspaper, a common practice. Not cut down.

Smith's Falls–Brockville, 1838. Free. Dou-
ble circle italic SMITH'S FALLS U.C.,
knownuse 1836–40, unusually clear.

Yamachiche (l c)–Montreal, 1843. Endorsed Free Modeste Richer PM. mon e y - l e t t e r handstamp applied at Montreal.



Free printed matter

Prescott–Augusta, 1840. Rated collect Free. A circular; balance sheet and report on the steamboat William IV; the pm (Alpheus
Jones) was also agent for the corporation operating it.

Double circle p r e s c o t t u . c . , known 1837–42, seldom typeset-dated as here.





Free circular from DPMG

Circular from d pmg Stayner to postmaster at Wellington Square, 1842. Fire on 29 November 1841 destroyed the Quebec g p o, in-
cluding bonds to the post office.



Free

Free money letter, Montreal–Quebec, 1843. FREE First year of application of letter bill numbers, only seen sporadically; standard
Montreal money-letter. A checkmark is often seen with the number (as in this example).

Isle Verte (l c)–Kingston, 21 September 1843. Free. Ms Isle Verte (Rivière du Loup Co) relatively common among l c ms.



Free on letters abroad
Free franking on foreign letters (particularly to the u s) usually covered only the portion of the trip within Canada. The top
cover here is an exception, likely an error of omission at the exchange point.

Montreal–Boston, 1820. f r e e and this was continued in the u s (probably against regulations).

Straightline mon t r e a l , a very common one. Unusually, on the front of the cover.

Montreal–Boston, 1821. Rated f r e e , struck through and charged 183/4¢ for the 150–400miles Burlington (VT)–Boston. Same
correspondence.

Straightline mon t r e a l , this strike showing the circular boundary of the handstamp.



Free to UK

Chambly (l c)–Royal Hospital, Chelsea (London), free, 1843. Completely f r e e . Consists of a long filled-in questionnaire (only
partly shown).



Free to UK

Montreal–London, January 1851. While it looks like a soldier's letter, it is actually an Enquiry After a Soldier, East India Company's
Service. Rated free, as indicated by the London crown circle on reverse (at top).



Instructional markings

Forwarding
In u s, uk, and Canada, forwarding refers to sending the mail from the original address to a new one, as would occur if the
recipient had moved and left a forwarding address.

However, in Lower Canada, it was also frequently used to denote a normal transit. For example, letters from Halifax to
Toronto were sent via Quebec, and postmarked there. For some reason, the Quebec postmaster decided that this normal
procedure was forwarding, and thus marked it. This also took place at other offices in l c. We refer to this as anomalous
forwarding. Much less frequently, anomalous forwarding occurs on letters within u c.

Both types are much more likely to be seen on covers from abroad.

Berthier (l c)–Quebec, forwarded to Montreal, 1783. Rated collect 9 d cy, the rate to Montreal (101–200miles); then fwd 9, the rate
Montreal to Quebec was added, making a total due of 1/6 cy.

b e r t h i e r straightline, known 1780–94.

From somewhere to Lancaster, then forwarded to Williamsburg (u c), 1824. Originally charged 11 d cy (201–300miles), then Forwarded
and additionally charged for under 60miles (Lancaster–Williamsburg), totalling 1/31⁄2 cy.

I suspect that it was sent to Lancaster (as a nearby post office, only 45miles away from destination!), not knowing that
Williamsburg was on a postal route, and there, realizing that it was, charged the last step. Had the postmaster of origin been
half awake, it would have been charged a single distance, which would likely have been 1/1 cy.

l a n c a s t e r straightline, known 1819–29.



Forwarded, missent, 1797

Three Rivers–Quebec, missent to Montreal, 1797. Collect 7 d
cy, 61–100miles. Sender has noted,
Par la Poste & remis mois même a Mr Sills Dimanche
(he seemed to be a little casual about accents). The post-
master, Samuel Sills, endorsed it
Recvd into my office 31 March 1797.

Somehow it was Missent to Montreal/& fwd, and twice
stamped with the Montreal straightline. No additional
fee for the unwanted diversion, Three Rivers–Montreal–
Quebec.

mon t r e a l straightline, with dating variations, known
1789–1801; the blob in the datewas previously only known
1789–92.

t h r e e r i v e r s straightline, known 1792–9.



Forwarding

Double ms, St Ours (Richelieu Co, l c)–Stanstead, via Chambly, anomalous forwarding, 10 May 1830. Forwarded applied at Chambly,
12 May 1830, only reported ms. St Ours, only reported ms; post office opened 1827.

Rated Paid 41⁄2 d cy, under 60miles.

Toronto–Hamilton, forwarded to Brantford, 27 May 1834. Rated paid 41⁄2 d cy, under 60miles.

Latest reported strike of the y o r k u p - c a n circle; the name had changed to Toronto earlier in the year. ham i l t o n
1829-type, known 1829–39.



Forwarded

Niagara–Simcoe, missent to London (u c) and forwarded, but charge vacated, 1835. Initially rated p a i d 9 d cy, 101–200miles, to
London. Then forwarded and charged 41⁄2 d; it was realized that it was incorrectly sent to London, so no additional charge was
to be levied, and it was marked Free, that is, no more postage to be paid.

na g a r a u c double circle, known 1820–39.

ox f o r d 1829-type, known 1830–41.

l o ndon 1829-type (upper left), known 1831–39.

Simcoe ms, 19 December 1835, known 1829–39.

Amiens–Toronto, forwarded to Kingston, 1841. Initially rated paid 9 d cy, 101–200miles; then charged 9 d Toronto–Kingston
(instead of writing forwarded, the Toronto clerk has written Kingston). The letter was addressed to the Crown Lands Office,
located in the capital of Upper Canada; this had moved from Toronto to Kingston.

am i e n s serif double broken circle, proofed 1839, known (Campbell) 1839–59.

Common City of Toronto double circle.



Forwarded

Toronto–Montreal, sextuple rate, 1836. Rated initially 7/– cy from 6 × 1/2 (Toronto–Montreal), then charged an additional 6 ×
9 d; forwarded to Quebec. Faint TOO LATE applied in Toronto.

Cornwall–Matilda (Dundas Co, u c), forwarded to Williamsburg, 11May 1839. Rated collect 41⁄2 d cy, under 60miles, to Matilda, then
charged again for forwarding to Williamsburg.

Ms Matilda. Cornwall 1829-type hammer known 1829–39.



Anomalous forwarding at Quebec
Both directions

Toronto–Charlottetown, via Quebec, 1839. Rated 1/6 cy Toronto to Quebec (ca 570miles); the rate Quebec to p e i is normally given
as 1/8 to Halifax plus 8 d Halifax to Charlottetown, so the additional charge should have come to 2/4; for some reason it was
charged only 1/3 d extra, making a total due of 2/9 cy.

forwarded handstamp applied at Quebec.

St Jean Port Joli (L'Islet Co, l c)–Kingston, 30 June 1842. Rated collect 1/2 cy, 301–400miles.

St J-P-J post office opened 1826; common among manuscripts.



Forwarded

Terrebonne–Quebec, forwarded to Kingston, 1841. Rated collect 9 d, 101-200miles, Terrebonne to Quebec (as the location of the
capital had changed); then forwarded to Kingston, and charged an additional 1/2, 301–400miles.

Kingston–Laprairie, forwarded to L'Acadie, via Napierville, and returned to sender, 1843. Rated paid 11 d cy, 200–300miles. forwarded
2 Juin, applied at Laprairie. non reclamé on reverse.

Double circle na p i e r v i l l e , known 1834–60.



UC anomalous forwarding

Niagara–Kingston, 1841. Handstamp f o rward e d . Rated collect 41⁄2 d cy under 60miles, Niagara to Toronto, and 61⁄2 d to
make up the total of 11 d cy for 201–300miles (61⁄2 d is not a proper rate). The semi-circular s t e am boa t cancel was applied
at Toronto; known use is 1839–47.

Toronto was merely a transit point (the addressee had not moved), hence anomalous forwarding. The total rate should have
been charged initially.



Forwarded
Although this weighs more than an ounce, it was charged only single rate, as it consisted of a single sheet.

Toronto–Kingston, forwarded back to Toronto, 1843. PAID 9 d cy, 101–200miles. On paid letters which were forwarded to a desti-
nation which would not have cost more, there was no additional charge.

Contents is an enormous (double folio) Canada Company indenture, signed and returned to the Canada Company.



Forwarding on incoming mail

Anomalous (double) forwarding at Quebec and Montreal, 1808

London–Charlottesville, near Chippawa (u c), July 1807–June 1808. Rated collect Packet 6/9 cy, triple 2/3: packet 1/1 stg Falmouth
to Halifax, plus 11 d London–Falmouth (230–300miles), totalling 2/– stg, converted to currency (there is also an ms 6/– at
left, the rate in sterling).

Then charged 5/– cy, triple 1/8, Halifax–Quebec. Next, forwarded 1/6; this is a very early example of the different use of
forwarded in Lower Canada. Apparently triple 6 d cy, and followed by an additional forwarded 2/4, which isn't triple anything.
Total due is 15/7 cy.

A plausible explanation is that 1/6 is double 9 d, Quebec–Montreal, and 2/4 is double 1/2 (301–400miles, closer to 320)
Montreal–Chippawa (near Niagara Falls). Odd that it was treated as just one enclosure at Quebec and Montreal, but two in
London and Halifax.

Straightlines of Halifax (31 August 1807), Quebec (21 September 1807 with year inverted & 10 April 1808), and Montreal
(16 June 1808). Just why it was stuck in Quebec from September to April is mysterious, and why it seems to have taken a
further two months to get to Montreal is equally so.

←



Anomalous forwarding at Montreal and deliberate overcharge

Donmahick (uk)–New Perth (near Richmondu c), via p e i, 1821. Carried privately to Charlottetown. There charged 8 d cy to Halifax
(faint Halifax four blobs marking on the right). Then charged 2/1, Halifax–Montreal (812miles); Montreal deliberate overcharge,
1/–, by one penny. Faint red FORWARDED, at Montreal.

prince edward island circular type, known 1814–24.

←

↓



Forwarded

London–Quebec, forwarded to Montreal, 1821. Rated collect 201⁄2¢ u s rate 150–400miles, New York to Burlington (VT) exchange,
plus 2¢ incoming ship letter fee. This converted to 1/1⁄2 cy. The normal rate from the exchange point to Quebec was 9 d cy, but
here it seems to have been 1/1⁄2 cy. Then the standard 9 d cy for Quebec to Montreal was added, making the total due 2/1 cy.

Canadian forwarding?
Via the Stanstead exchange; apparently, Hatley was close enough to Stanstead that no Canadian charge applied.

Gardiner (ME)–Hatley,May 1824. Rated 25¢,u s rate to the border; this was converted to 1/3 cy due. I don't know whether the
small forwarded marking is American or Canadian.



Forwarded

Schenectady (NY)–Queenston, forwarded to York, 1832. Originally rated collect 183/4¢, u s rate to border (Q). Rare handstamp
indicating American postage 111⁄2 (conversion to currency of u s rate) and British do. 9 d, 101–200miles to York (Toronto). No
forwarded marking.

The strange typeset double circle is known 1831–4.



Anomalous forwarding at Montreal and Quebec

Linbriggs (uk)–Terrebonne (l c), double, 1830. Rated
4/10 d stg, made up from double 1/3 packet
Falmouth–Halifax, plus 1/1 origin to Falmouth.
This converted to Packet 5/5 cy, to which was
added double Halifax–Montreal (2/1). At this
stage, the nonstandard (but ubiquitous in Lower
Canada) use of forwarded occurred, and dou-
ble the nearby office rate of 2 d cy was added,
making a total due of 9/11 cy.

Although the instructions saidViaNewYork,
it went by packet to Halifax. The Halifax four
blobs datestamp is barely readable.

Sunderland–Cobourg (u c), double, 1833. Rated collect 4/8, double 1/3 packet rate + 1/1 (601–700miles at the 1805 scale); trans-
lated to 5N3 cy. Then inland b n a rate, Halifax–Quebec, double 1/8 cy; at Quebec, hit with the usual misused (at Quebec)
forwarded and charged double 11 d cy (201–300miles) to a transit point, and then charged an additional double 7 d cy for
61–100miles.

Double broken circle sunderland and four blobs Halifax dater on reverse; very faint Quebec double broken circle; finally,
solid circle coburg (fewer than five examples reported).



Anomalous forwarding at Quebec

Edinburgh–Trafalgar (u c), 1835. Initially paid 2/5 stg made of (single) packet letter plus Edinburgh–Plymouth mileage. From
Halifax, sent to destination via Quebec. The rate Halifax–Quebec was 1/8 cy, and at Quebec, this was charged, and the for-
warded handstamp applied. The rate from Quebec to Trafalgar was 401–500miles, and the letter was charged the additional
1/1 cy for a total due of 2/9 cy.

Aberdeen–Galt (u c), via Halifax and Quebec, 1835–36. Initially rated paid at aberdeen 5/1⁄2 stg; this is triple 1/8 stg (Aberdeen–

Liverpool plus outgoing ship letter), together with 1
2 d wheel tax applied in Scotland.

At Halifax, charged 3/4 cy and later 2/8 cy; the former is likely double 1/8 cy Halifax to Quebec, the latter double 1/4 cy,
Quebec to Galt. The total due, 6/–, is noted at the left, and the upper right.

There is a faint try Galt ms. Faint forwarded handstamp (lower left).



Anomalous forwarding

Bandon (Ireland) to Markham (near Toronto), 1836. Intended to be sent via Liverpool and New York, but sent via Falmouth, Halifax,
and Quebec. Rated (collect) 2/9 stg (1/3 packet and 1/6 inland uk from near Cork to Falmouth); this was converted to 3/1 cy,
to which the fees to Quebec (1/8 cy) and from Quebec to Toronto were added (1/1 cy) making a total of 5/10 cy due.

Double broken circle at Bandon; Dublin transit lozenge; faint Halifax circle, and Quebec double circle. At Quebec, the usual
forwarded handstamp.

Glenavy (County Antrim, Ireland)–Cobourg (u c), 1836. Rated collect 2/8 stg (1/5 stg origin–Falmouth plus 1/3 stg packet rate,
Falmouth–Halifax), converted to Packet 3/– cy. Then charged 1/8 cy, Halifax–Quebec; at this point, the rating is 1/6 cy to
Coburg, but inexplicably broken into 11 and 7 d charges. Total due is 6/2 cy.

Handstamp forwarded applied at Quebec with its usual nonstandard meaning.

Double broken circle glenavy, and Dublin Lozenge.

The Halifax circle is unusually clear. c o b ou r g 1829-type, known 1829–39.



Forwarding

London–Grafton (u c), forwarded twice, 1837. paid ship letter london 1/– (rate mark is at left), outward ship letter fee. At New
York, charged 201⁄2¢ (2¢ incoming ship letter fee and 181⁄2¢ to the Kingston exchange. This was converted to 1/1 cy. Then 9 d
(101–200miles) for Kingston–Grafton (in Haldimand County—possibly confused with the town of Haldimand, which was
not in that county); then there were twomore charges—for forwarding—1/2 (301–400miles), likely Grafton to near Cobourg,
and 9 d (101–200miles), ending at Sandwich (near Windsor). The total due was an incredible 4/10 cy.

Ms town postmark Haldimand, only known example; post office open 1832–58; in Northumberland County, not Haldimand
County!

Cork (Ireland)–Toronto, forwarded to Brantford, 1837.
paid at cork 1/– (rate mark is at left), out-
ward ship letter fee. At New York, charged
27¢ (2¢ incoming ship letter fee and 25¢ to
the Queenston exchange, converted 1/41⁄2 cy.

Then 7 d (61–100miles) to Toronto, and
additional 7 d FORWARDED to Brantford, to-
talling 2/11⁄2 cy.



Anomalous forwarding at Richmond LC

Meriden (NH)–Shipton (l c) via the Derby Line-Stanstead exchange and Richmond, 1839. Rated Paid 121⁄2¢ u s rate to the exchange point,
charged 41⁄2 d (under 60miles) to Richmond (for some reason), then with the standard l c misuse of forwarded, charged an
additional 21⁄2 d to make up the 7 d rate 61–100miles, Stanstead–Shipton.

Weirdo double circle s t a n s t e a d l . c (with a comma) known 1836–41.

r i c hmond l c 1829-type known 1830–48.



Forwarding

Edinburg–Montreal, forwarded to Toronto, September–November 1839. Paid ship letter liverpool 1/– (rate mark is at left),
outward ship letter fee. At New York, charged 201⁄2¢ (2¢ incoming ship letter fee and 181⁄2¢ to the Burlington exchange. US
Post was converted to 1/1 cy. Then 41⁄2 d added, for the rate to Montreal from the border. It was then forwarded to Toronto,
for which there should have been an additional charge, but there was none.

Two strikes of the Montreal forwarded handstamp, one of which is struck through.

Flushing (NY), addressed to York—intending Toronto—forwarded to Toronto, 1839. York ms, 13 December 1839.

Rated collect 25¢, u s rate (over 400miles), Flushing to the Queenston-Lewiston exchange. This converted to 1/3 cy, then
charged 7 d cy, 61–100miles to York, whence it was forwarded to Toronto (at no extra charge, as the distances were more or
less the same.

Only reported ms of York u c (Haldimand County).



Forwarding
From about 1840, forwarding on letters incoming (by packet or ship letter) from uk was charged 21⁄2 d cy (2 d stg) for each
occurrence.

Manchester (uk)–Toronto, forwarded to Thornhill,November 1840. Paid 1/–, packet rate toHalifax; then charged21⁄2∂ cy to interior;
the forwarding cost 41⁄2 d cy (under 60miles, Toronto–Thornhill), but this was incorrect—it should have been charged only
an additional 2 d stg (21⁄2 d cy) each time it was forwarded.

t oo l a t e applied at Toronto (on route to Thornhill).

Vellore (India) to Hamilton, forwarded to Toronto, May–July 1843. Addressed to a Canadian militia officer. Via London (small circle
at top and Lombard Street Maltese cross) to Liverpool (oval at left), in closed bag to Halifax, then Hamilton, then Fort Erie
(faint 1829-type at left), and re-addressed to Toronto.

Rated as India ship letter, Paid As 10 (Annas, equivalent to 10 d stg), 8 d incoming uk ship letter plus 2 d to port; then
initially charged 1/0 stg, packet rate to Halifax, struck through and replaced by 1/2 stg, including internal from the port.
Finally, 21⁄2 at right represents the fee for forwarding to Toronto.



Anomalous forwarding at Montreal

Magnolia (Wakulla County, FL), 1835–6. Rated Free (to the border), signed by Magnolia postmaster. Then charged 41⁄2 d cy from
the Stanstead exchange to Montreal (under 60miles), then forwarded (in the sense used in Lower Canada) to Laprairie, and
charged an additional 41⁄2 d.

Straightline magno l i a fla dec 16, only reported in 1834.

1829-type l a p r a i r i e , known 1830–41.

Baton Rouge (LA)–Laprairie (l c), 1843. Rated paid 25¢, over 400miles to Stanstead/Derby Line exchange; then charged 41⁄2 d
under 60miles to Laprairie via Montreal. forwarded handstamp applied at Montreal.



Small early paid handstamp
n i a g a r a u . c a n ad a double oval, known 1817–19 in five or fewer examples.

Pre-money letter, Niagara–Montreal,April 1819. Letter contained . . . SixtyDollars inNotes . . . . RatedP a i d. (a handstamp!—several
examples have been reported) 2/4 cy, double 301–400 mile rate Niagara to Montreal; money enclosure caused it to be double
rate (despite multiple enclosures). Although a money letter system was adopted in the uk in 1792, it was not extended to
Canada until 1825. Prior to that, some letters are known to have contained money, but were not externally marked—hence
pre-money letters.

I now enclose under cover of this, Sixty Dollars in Notes . . . .

Niagara–Montreal, January 1819. Rated as
above.



Too late/after closing
Too late refers to the letter having arrived after mail bag was closed—it arrived too late for the day's (week's, month's, . . . mail).
It means the letter could not be sent in the next mail from the post office. This provided protection for the postmaster in
case of complaints about slow delivery. Equivalent is After closing (a c). The former is much more commonly seen in Canada,
whereas a c is more much more frequently seen in the Maritimes.

Quebec–Montreal, 1802. Rated PAID followed by a squiggle, which should be 9. Marked on reverse,
after closing Quebec

Instead of using the Quebec straightline, the postmaster just wrote Quebec, since he had to write after closing anyway.

←



After closing and too late

To Montreal, 1825. Rated AC paid 7 d cy, 61–100miles. Watermarked snelgrove & sons 1820.

Quebec–St George, 1833. Rated collect 9 d, 101–200miles. too late applied at Quebec.



Too late
Also, remailed and routed via Lake Ontario, rather than by land.

Niagara Falls–Toronto, remailed to Kingston, 1841. Initially, double, paid 9 d cy (under 60miles Niagara Falls–Toronto if by boat on
Lake Ontario); then charged 1/6 cy, double rate 101–200miles, Toronto to Kingston.

Very common double circle city of toronto dater; Too Late applied likely at Toronto, which suggested that this was re-
mailed, rather than forwarded.



Too late and missent

Hamilton–Paris (cw), 1849. Charged 41⁄2 d cy, under 60miles. Faint Too Late handstamp andMissent to Princeton (cw). Commercial
stationery.



Too late

Toronto–Montreal, April 1850. Rated prepaid 4/6 cy; this is quadruple 1/11⁄2; around 1843–4, the rate was changed to this from
the rounded 1/2 formerly applied.

Too Late handstamp, applied at Toronto.

The TORONTO-CANADA PAID handstamp was proofed 6 March 1850. The previously earliest reported strike was dated
1851. A magnification of the postmark yields 1850 as the year, and AP as the month.



Advertised and not called for
Letters that were not picked up at a post office after a certain period were advertised in the local newspaper(s). There was
no additional charge for this service. If no response came, they were returned to sender if the return address were visible or
were sent to the d l o; there, the letter would be opened in order to find a return address.

Quebec to Montreal, advertised, letter carrier pick-up fee,
1838–9.

Quebec October three 1838 paid 1D (letter carrier fee,
to the post office), p a i d 2/3, triple 9 d, Quebec–
Montreal.

Advt not called for January Quarter 1839 P.O Montreal

Double circle qu e b e c, known 1834–41.

Québec–Hull (l c), advertised, letter carrier pick-up, 1839–
40. Rated paid 1/2 cy, 301–400miles, and

Québec August twenty-nine 1839 paid 1D

for letter carrier pick-up.

Advertised and not called for Chelsea January9th 1841 (pos-
sibly an error for 1840).

Arguably three manuscripts! Both Hull and Chelsea
are in Ottawa Co, l c. Hull post office open 1819–
30 April 1830 and reopened 7 April 1833. Chelsea
post office opened 1837.



Advertised and refused/not called for

Kingston–Asphodel (cw), 1844. Collect 9 d cy, 101–200miles. From the Crown Lands Office (C.L.O), this was No.1 Advertised and
refused.

Only Asphodel ms reported.

Montreal–London (cw), 1845. Rated collect 1/6 cy, 500–600miles.

Advertised & not called for/London PO/Sept 1 1845. From the Crown Lands Office.



Advertised and not called for

Montreal–Lancaster (cw), forwarded to Cornwall, 1846. Rated collect 7 d cy, 61–100miles.

At Lancaster, Opened by Alexr McDonald–Lancaster, but not for him
At Cornwall, advertised & not called for

From the Crown Lands Office. 1829-type l a n c a s t e r , known 1829–51.



Advertised money letter
A very unusual combination

Indiana (u c)–Toronto, money letter, 1848. Rated collect 7 d cy, 61–100miles. Advertised not called for at Toronto (and big M—for
money letter—also applied there). Serif double broken circle i n d i a n a u . c , known 1842–57.



Refused
Typically, this occurs the addressee refused to pay the postage. It would be returned to sender, possibly via the d l o (in case
the return address was not visible, which was almost always the case). The sender would then have to ransom it.

Montreal–Clarendon, via Bytown, refused, 1 January 1848. Rated collect 9 d cy (101–200miles), but Refused. Would have been sent
to the Dead Letter Office, enclosed in a wrapper and returned to sender, and charged 9 d.



DLO returned wrapper with enclosed refused letter (1843)
Only such pre-Confederation pair known.

Covering wrapper, Quebec, returned to Kingston, 1843. Charged 9 cy: single 101–200miles, Kingston–Montreal, confirmed by letter
below.

Enclosed returned letter, refused, 1843. Charged
9 cy as above. Ms on reverse (in red, at top)
reads
Refused
PO Montreal July 24 1843.

RedMontreal FORWARDED (anomalous) to in-
dicate that it was sent to (g p o) Quebec.



Ship & steamboat letters (domestic)
Incoming ship letter fee was 2 d stg = 21⁄2 d cy. Whereas ship letters were carried on private ships, steamboat covers were
carried on steamboats contracted to the post office.

St John's (n f or l c)–Quebec, incoming ship letter, 1831. Per Cabinet. Rated collect 21⁄2 d cy (= 2 d stg), incoming shipletter fee.

Oval crown s h i p l e t t e r qu e b e c known 1829–34.

Bellevue (l c)–Niagara, 1837. Rated collect 1/101⁄2 cy made up from 1/8 cy (601–700miles), and 21⁄2 d cy incoming (at Quebec)
ship letter fee.

Oval s h i p l e t t e r qu e b e c crown with boundary (known 1834–42), here used on domestic cover.



LC shipletter

London–Guelph (cw), 1843. Rated collect 1/101⁄2 cy, probably made up from 1/8 d cy (601–700miles, Quebec to Guelph) plus
21⁄2 d incoming ship letter fee. Carried on the Great Britain (misspelled in endorsement), Captain Swinburn.

Crown s h i p l e t t e r qu e b e c (1834–42).



Toronto arc steamboat41
Late 1830s to mid-1840s

Niagara–Kingston, 1841. Initially rated collect 41⁄2 d cy under 60miles via Lake Ontario (by land would have been 7 d, Niagara to
Toronto. However, the distance to Kingston (even by Lake Ontario to Toronto) was 201–300miles, requiring 11 d cy; so 61⁄2 d
to make up the total. The f o rward e d handstamp was also applied at Toronto, and is used anomalously.



Quebec steamboat
Oval steamboat letter 184 Q (Quebec); two hammers, known 1842–45 and May–July 1850; along the St Lawrence River.

Quebec–Kingston via Montreal, 1842. Rated collect 1/2 cy, 301–400miles.

Quebec–Montreal, 1843. Rated collect 9 d cy, 101–200miles.



Montreal steamboat
Oval steamboat letter 184 M (Montreal); issued at the same time as theQ, but much more difficult to find. Known 1845.

Montreal–Quebec, 1845. Rated collect 9 d cy 101–200miles. Typical strike of this device.

Ms Montreal steamboat letter

Montreal–Quebec, steamboat, 5 November 1845. Rated 9 d collect, 101–200miles. Between the first period of use of the M and
the next set of steamboat devices at Montreal (known from 1846).



Kingston steamboat

Toronto–Montreal, via Kingston steamboat, 6 August 1847. Rated collect 1/11⁄2 cy, 401–500miles. Port of deposit (in steamboat) at
upper left, Toronto.

steam boat (1840–7) applied at Kingston, where the letter was transferred to the land mail. Use ceased by September 1847.



Quebec steamboat letter

Quebec–Montreal, 1850. Rated collect 9 d, cy, 101–200miles.

QUEBEC STEAM·BOAT·LETTER (one of two hammers, with basal indicium one of 2, 8, 9, 0 or blank (as here); proofed 1845.



Montreal and Toronto steamboat letters

Montreal–Quebec, 1850. Rated collect 9 d, cy, 101–200miles. Placed aboard the government-authorized steamboat at Montreal.

montreal steam·boat·letter (one of three hammers, with basal indicium one of 1, 2, or 3; occasionally blank, as here);
proofed 1847.

Toronto–D'Aillebout (c e), 16 May 1851. Rated collect 3 d, cy domestic rate (in effect from 6 April 1851). Placed aboard the
government-authorized steamboat to Montreal, where it was put in the regular mail system, and sent via Berthier.

toronto·city steam·boat·letter/5 (one of three hammers, with basal indicium one of 4, 5, or 6); proofed 1847.



Miscellaneous

David Thompson
Letters fromDavid Thompson (1770–1857), fur trader, surveyor, and an important cartographer. He mapped about 4.9million
square kilometers of North America.

Montreal–Toronto, 1837. Rated collect 2/4 cy (originally 1/2), double, 301–400miles. Discusses surveys of boundary lines.

Common montreal double circle.

Montreal–Toronto, 1837. Rated collect 1/2 cy, 301–400miles.

Same correspondence. Thompson is referred to as an astronomer.



Envelope
It wasn't until 5 January 1844 that multiple rates were per half ounce, rather than by number of enclosures and weight. Thus
an envelope automatically was at least double rate, because of the enclosure.

St Charles–Montreal, 1843. Rated collect 9 d cy, double under 60miles; an early envelope, hence charged for the enclosure.

s t c h a r l e s 1829-type, known 1832–50.



Consignee's letter

Montreal–Quebec, 1846. Carried free, as usual for consignee's letters.



Tutelle

Quebec–L'Islet, 1849. Paid 41⁄2 d, under 60miles. A Tutelle, notice of guardianship, concerning two teenagers.



Domestic mail from 1851
6 April 1851
On this day, the province of Canada acquired autonomy over its post office. An immediate effect was the elimination of the
rate-by-distance regime; the domestic rate became 3 d cy per half ounce (regardless of distance, but within Canada). Addi-
tionally, there was no additional fee for forwarding. Other rates were also affected. A few weeks later (22 April 1851 is usually
given), Canada issued its first postage stamp, the 3 d beaver (it was originally intended to have been issued 6 April; however,
the order was placed too late.

Prepayment was optional and payment could be made either in cash or in stamps, but not mixed.

It is likely that at the same time, the conversion ratewith sterlingwas fixed at 60/73 (£60 sterling equivalent to £73 currency).

And no, the so-called postmaster's provisional is not what it's claimed to be.

Early

Toronto–Montreal, second day of rate, 7 April 1851. Rated 3 d cy collect, domestic rate (initiated the previous day). Surprisingly,
one cover is known dated 6 April 1851, and a couple are known 7 April 1851.

Montreal–Quebec, money letter, 19 April 1851. Single domestic postage collect 3d cy, two weeks after new rate introduced. Red
Montreal boxed general issue money letter (one of several in use from 1840).

Relatively early envelope (as opposed to folded letter sheet).



Early (in rate period) stampless

Adelaide (cw)–London (u c), 14 April 1851. PAID 3 d cy, rate introduced the previous week. Generic money-letter handstamp.
Earliest reported strike of ADELAIDE C.W double broken circle. Complete folded letter sheet! There does not appear to have
been a lower bound on dimensions at this time.

St George (l c)–Quebec, money letter, 23 April 1851. Rated collect 3 d domestic. Blue ms Money Letter; large serif money-letter
applied at Quebec.

Port Hope–Toronto, 15 May 1851. Rated P 3 d cy domestic rate paid in cash, a homemade rate marking, rarely seen. P for paid.



Beavers!
Canada's first stamp, the 3 d beaver (laid paper), was issued around 22 April 1851. Initially, only larger offices received them.
The post office issued rules about cancellation of the stamps: to hit them covering as much as possible of the stamp. Done
properly, it frequently results in the stamps not being tied, or barely tied.

The stamp was designed by Sandford Fleming, who later became chief engineer on the trans-Canada railway, and still later,
introduced standard (sandford?) time.

Quebec–Hamilton, 15 May 1851. Domestic rate paid
by 3 d beaver.

STEAM-BOAT LETTER QUEBEC O, known 1846–
54, with basal O, 1849–51, 1854. For the portion of
the trip to Montreal.

Quebec–Hamilton, 9 June 1851.

Faint STEAM-BOAT LETTER QUEBEC.

Quebec–Hamilton, 26 June 1851.

STEAM-BOAT LETTER QUEBEC O.



More beavers

Earliest known stamped money letter, Woodstock–London (cw), 17 May 1851.
Serif general issue money·letter and too late [for the day or week's despatch] handstamps at Woodstock. Single rate (no
extra charge for money letter service). Greene Foundation certificate 18150 (2011).

Although the year resembles 1857, the horizontal stroke
of the 5 has been joined to the 1. The London dates-
tamp shows the 1 clearly. (In any event, by 1857, reg-
istration had superseded the money letter system.)

Burford–London (cw), money letter, 20 November 1852. Now on wove paper. Large roman money-letter applied at Burford,
unrecorded in [hal]. Blue ink is very unusual for Canadian postmarks in this period.



Beavers

Chippawa–London (cw), 7 March 1853. mon e y - l e t t e r ; many offices were issued this style handstamp, and it is possible
that one strike was applied at Chippawa and the other at London.



Albert 6 d
Issued late May 1851. It was intended to pay single rate to the u s, and domestic use is much more difficult to find.

Domestic double rate, Port Burwell–Brockville, money letter, 1854. Large (general issue) money-letter handstamp.

Rated prepaid 6 d cy, double domestic. Royal Philatelic Society (London) #191127 (August 2005)
. . . is genuine.



Victoria 12 d (twelve penny black)
Issued late May or early June 1851. Intended to pay single packet letter to uk, or double to u s; quadruple domestic was also
a possibility. There are only a handful of covers, and I don't think that any domestic uses exist. Denominating it 12 d rather
than one shilling was a result of numerous different local interpretations of shilling.

ø
A gigantic empty set symbol, in case anyone was wondering



Getting their money's worth
All this travelling for just 3 d.

Brantford–Proton, missent to Picton, 19 August–1 September 1851. Rated collect 3D, domestic rate.

Sent to cobourg (20 August), then Missent to picton (22 August), and endorsed Opened by Crown Lands Agt at Picton; another
endorsement, This letter miss[ent] should be sent to Proton, a new township, county of Waterloo, CW, instead of Picton.

At Picton, forwarded applied, then arrived in kingston (27 August), HAMILTON (28 August), PRESTON CW (29 August),
guelph (30 August), and OWENS-SOUND C.W (1 September).

Proton post office opened 1851, and the earliest postmark is a manuscript dated 1 September 1851.



Legislative Assembly

Legislative Assembly, Toronto–Nicolet (l c), 30 May 1851. Paid 3 d cy domestic rate.



Interesting ratestamps
Surprisingly few offices used unusual rate hand-
stamps; most used mundane large curlicue 3
or standard issue PAID 3.

Gananoque (u c)–Kingston,November 1851. Rated
PAID 3 small tombstone, indicating payment of
domestic rate. Gananoque also had a quite dif-
ferent paid 6 handstamp, but I've only seen it
on mail to the u s.

NewCarlisle-Gaspé–Quebec,money
letter, fancy ratestamp, 1852. Used
indirectly in the Greene Foun-
dation's
refutation of the ludicrousNew
Carlisle “Postmaster's Provisional”.
Rated collect 3d, single rate.
Clearly a handstamp; one of the
two examples known.

Warsaw (UC)–Toronto, 1860. PAID 3∂

domestic rate. The superscripted ∂

is very unusual in a handstamp.

WARSAW, U.C double broken circle
proofed in 1845; use only from 1876
recorded in Graham.



Accent marks in handstamps
Very few handstamps included accents

Percé (l c)–Quebec, July 1851. Rated collect 3∂ domestic.

Percé LC serif double broken circle, known 1839–58.

↓



Basal indicia
While British double double circle postmarks used basal indica to denote the time or clearance of the mail, Canadian examples
seemed to be used at random. Here are examples from Bedford (c e).

Bedford (c e)–Montreal, 1850. Rated collect 41⁄2 d cy, under 60miles.

Basal dash –

Bedford–Montreal, May 1851. Rated collect 3 d cy, domestic.

3 facing down at base.



Bedford LC basal indicia (continued)

Bedford–Montreal, July 1851. Rated collect 3 d cy domestic.

3 facing up at base.

Bedford–Guelph (u c), 1853. Rated collect 3 d cy domestic rate. Unusual ratemark.

Basal dash –



Conversion to decimal, 1859
On 1 July 1859, the province of Canada converted to the decimal system (currency could still be used). Domestic letter rates
became 5¢ per half ounce if paid (either in cash or stamps, but not mixed) and 7¢ per half ounce if not prepaid (partial payment
was not permitted). The currency denominated stamps were accepted with 3 d treated as 5¢, 6 d as 10¢, etc.

If a letter turned out to be shortpaid (but not entirely unpaid), as could occur if it turned out to weigh more than the
sender expected, the rule for determining the amount of postage due was to treat the letter as completely unpaid (and so be
charged at 7¢ per half ounce), but creditting the amount of postage paid. Thus a letter with 10¢ postage paid but found to
be triple weight was supposed to be charged 3 × 7¢ − 10¢ = 11¢. This often happened; but frequently, it would have been
charged single unpaid, 7¢.

Haldimand County–Stratford (cw), 9 July 1859 [arrival date]. Very early use of decimal currency.

Rated collect 7¢ single weight domestic (unpaid), plus 2¢ registration fee paid in cash, implied by presence of registered
marking.

Lettre d'argent, Quebec–Montreal, 25 July 1859. Unusual and late use of the French term for the now-obsolete money letter. Small
italic REGISTERED. handstamp.

Rated collect 7¢ single weight domestic (unpaid), plus 2¢ registration fee paid in cash, implied by presence of registered
marking.

Both changelings



Cents era

Pence handstamp, 16 August 1859. Large one-piece P A I D 3, giving the rate in currency.

Rated 5¢ domestic, paid in cash, as was the registration fee.

The Castlebar ce double broken circle is the probably the second reported strike of this hammer. The office opened in 1857,
and likely had little registered mail, accounting for the low registration number, 3.

Montreal & IslandPondGrandTrunk rpo,
known 1855–62.



Early paid

Aylmer (u c)–Nanticoke, September 1859. Rated PAID 5 ¢, domestic paid rate, early in the decimal period. Too Late for inclusion
in the day's mailing.

Halifax (l c)–Quebec, 1859. Rated Paid 5 ¢, domestic paid rate. HALIFAX L.C nonserif double broken circle. Post office open
1852–1871.



Paid and unpaid

Ameliasburg (u c)–Bloomfield, 1860. Domestic letter fee P A I D in cash.

Nonserif double broken circle A M E L I A S B U R G U . C ; only reported strike.

Nonserif double broken circle B L O O M F I E L D U . C with basal dash, known 1856–76.

Toronto–Stratford (u c), 1860. Originally rated collect 10¢ (rate to u s); this was killed by the Toronto scarifier, and replaced by
UNPAID 7¢, the domestic unpaid letter rate.

S T R A T F O R D U . C broken circle proofed 1858 (almost twenty years after u c had been replaced by cw as the official
designation), and known used 1859–62.



Early paid and unpaid

Gananoque (u c)–Coboconk, October 1859. Domestic letter paid by 5¢ beaver. Ms Coboconk on reverse; post office opened 1 Oc-
tober 1859.

Clarenceville l c–Quebec, 1860. Domestic rate paid by 5¢ beaver.

c l a r e n c e v i l l e l . c double circle known 1834–68.

Bell's Corners Nepean (Ottawa)–Quebec, 1862. Unpaid domestic rate 7¢.

Double broken circle known 1853–66.



Paid

Kingston–Sydenham (cw), 1862. Domestic rate paid by 5¢ beaver. Loughboro double broken circle on reverse. Four-ring 18
used at Kingston.

Belleville (cw)–Montreal, triple rate, 1860. Triple domestic rate paid by 5¢ beaver and 10¢ Albert. Faint Berri Belleville duplexes.



Paid by Nesbitt

Bobcaygeon–Toronto, 1863. Paid domestic rate with stationery and 2¢ registration paid in cash.



Paid the hard way

Harley (cw)–Simcoe, 1863. Paid domestic, 5 × 1¢ stamps plus 2¢ registration paid in cash.

Invermay (cw)–Goderich, 1866. Paid domestic, 5 × 1¢ stamp.

ha r l e y c .w post office opened 1859; broken circle known 1863–4.



Double paid and unpaid
Unusual ratestamps

St Christophe–Quebec, registered, 1865. Double prepaid 5¢ domestic (prepayment compulsory on registered matter), plus 2¢
registration fee (implied by registration).

Same correspondence, but not registered, 1866. Double collect 7¢ domestic rate; initially charged single, but killed by ring cancel.
Backstamped at Quebec.



Advertised & not called for

Windsor (cw)–Quebec, 1864. Collect 7¢. At Quebec, hit with ADV. and ADVERTISED & NOT-CALLED-FOR



Box or drawer numbers
Many senders had an account with the post office; postage was charged to the account.

Montreal–Hamilton, 1864. Charge drawer 268, and hit with a Montreal tombstone (indicating postage paid, in this case, charged
to the account); then the 5¢ stamp was applied, over the tombstone.

Toronto–Martintown (cw), June 1867. Handstamped PA ID b o x 3 7 8 ; much less frequently seen than manuscript. Domestic

PAID5¢. Martintown double broken circle on reverse.



Confederation
1 July 1867. Rates did not change, but now Canadian stamps could be used in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick (and n s and
n b stamps could be used in any part of then-Canada; this remains valid even today). Provincial designations became Ontario
(formerly cw) and Quebec (c e).

Confederation day. This is not domestic, but is my only cover on this date.

Georgina–Martin (Allegheny Co, MI), 1 July 1867. Single rate to u s paid by 10¢ stamp.

Randall's Way Office (n s)–Cornwallis (n s), 15 July 1867. Domestic rate paid by n s 5¢ stamp (which remained valid). Extremely
unusual for n s way offices to apply any sort of marking.



Post-Confederation

Colpoy's Bay–Goderich, 31 August 1867. Rated Paid 5¢, domestic paid rate.

Only known ms of Colpoy's Bay; Bruce Co, Ontario. Post office open 1863–1917.

Simcoe–Vittoria, 17 March 1868. Domestic prepaid rate paid by 5¢ beaver.

Latest reported strike of this broken circle.



1 April 1868
A massive overhaul of Canadian rates occurred on this date. Domestic first class became 3¢ per half ounce if prepaid (and it
was still possible to pay with cash) and 5¢ if collect.

Fox-River (l c)–Percé, August 1868. Double unpaid domestic, 10¢ = 2 × 5¢. Postmaster has incorrectly dated the Fox-River
double broken circle 25 Aug 1867 (the postage would have then been 14¢).

Quebec–Ottawa, advertised and forwarded to Point aux Trembles, then to Portneuf, then Montreal, September 1868 [front]. Boxed A D V,
probably applied at Montreal. Domestic rate paid by 3¢ large queen. From Public Works.

Pointe-aux-Trembles Quebec broken circle known used 1859–77.



New rates

Chippawa (Ont)–Toronto, September 1868. Rated paid5¢ domestic rate plus 2¢ registration (usually, payment of the registration
fee was indicated by the presence of a registration marking). Revival of Chippawa 1829-type double broken circle, here used
to enclose the original registration number.

Brockville–Sandwich (Ont), 1868. Domestic unpaid rate 5¢, with a very unusual ratestamp.

Brockville–Ottawa (Ont), 1875. Domestic unpaid rate 5¢.



New rates

Montreal–Port Robinson (Ont), 1868. Berri duplex. Welland Rail Road r p o .



Double

L'Amable–Toronto, 8 September 1869. Rated collect 10¢, double unpaid domestic.

Only knownms of L'Amable. The postmaster made an impression of a circle, and enclosed the marking within it. Hastings
Co, Ontario. Post office opened 1869.

Quebec–Drummondville (Que), 1870. Double domestic rate paid by 6¢ large queen. Originally, PAYÉ, but a stamp was applied.

Broken circle me l b ou r n e q , one of a number with solitary Q at base.



Xmas

Fenaghvale (cw)–Toronto, registered, 25 December 1874 (Xmas day). Originally rated P A I D 3 to cover the domestic postage, then
stamped out and replaced by two handstamps P A I D and 5, to include 2¢ registration.

FENAGHVALE C.W broken circle known from November 1873—this is the latest strike reported. VANKLEEK-HILL ONT
broken circle known 1873–77; also dated Xmas day.



Multiples

Kincardine–Guelph, quadruple, prepaid registered, 18 June 1855. Rated P A I D 1/– cy, quadruple domestic rate (two ounces). The
Kincardine pm had a predilection for drawing a box around one or two strikes of his REGISTRATION handstamp (about a dozen
examples are known, to 1865). No registry numbers (suggesting it may have been wrapped in a registered covering envelope,
only one of which has survived).

Domestic registration was introduced on 1 May 1855. The fee was 1 d cy, which had to be prepaid. There were no stamps
for this, so it was paid in cash, and this was only indicated by a registered handstamp or endorsement.

Septuple, Port Hope–Toronto, prepaid registered, 1858. paid 1/9, 7 × 3 d (per half-ounce). Paid Drawer 11. Two registry numbers.



Multiples

Triple, Cannington–Whitby, registered, 1858. Green handstamps; the P A I D circle is extremely unusual. Blue Whitby changeling
on reverse. 1 d registration fee paid in cash.

Rate changes
1 July 1859, conversion to decimal currency; prepaid domestic 5¢, collect domestic 7¢ per half ounce.

Bagotville–Quebec, quadruple,November 1859. Initially marked Free (for mail to a government office within ten days of a session
of Parliament), but then struck through and replaced by paid 20 cts, 4 × 5¢ per half ounce.

Double broken circle BAGOTVILLE L.C, known 1857–61.



Multiples

Welland–Fonthill (u c), via Port Robinson, sextuple, 1860. Rated 6 Rates, 42¢, 6 × 7¢ unpaid domestic rate.

St Joseph (c e)–Quebec, 1862. Rated P A I D 20 ¢ quadruple domestic rate, 4 × 5¢.

St Joseph (c e) broken circle known 1862–70.



Multiples

Quebec–Guelph (cw), sextuple, 1862 [front]. Initially marked FREE, but then PAID 30¢, six times domestic.

Ingersoll–Woodstock (cw), quadruple, 1863. Quadruple domestic paid by two 10¢ Alberts. Four-ring numeral 17, Ingersoll.



Multiples

Quebec–St Joseph-Beauce (c e), quintuple, 1864. Rated P A I D 25 ¢, 5 × 5 ¢, the paid domestic rate. TOO LATE applied at Quebec.

Hamilton–Clinton (cw), septuple, 1865. Rated P A I D 35 ¢, 7 × 5 ¢, the paid domestic rate.



Multiples

Chicoutimi-Saguenay–Malbaie (c e), sextuple, 1863. Collect domestic rate, 6 × 7¢.

Chicoutimi (Saguenay) double broken circle known 1850–73.

Renfrew–Brudenell (cw), unidectuple, registered, 1864. Rated Unpaid 77¢, 11 × 7¢ per half ounce unpaid, plus 2¢ registration.
Voucher No 42, the answer to everything.



Quadruple

Walkerton (u c)–Goderich, quadruple, registered, 1863. Rated 20¢, 4× 5¢ per half ounce paid by block of beavers, plus 2¢ registration
paid in cash. Angled strikes of Walkerton dater used to cancel the stamps.



Dectuple

Lucan (u c)–Goderich, registered, 1864. Rated 50¢, 10
× 5¢ per half ounce paid, plus 2¢ registration.



Nonatuple

Morrisdale (u c)–Goderich, 1864. Rated collect 63 cts, 9 × 7¢
per half ounce collect.



Quintuple collect, registration paid in stamps

Montreal–Lacolle (c e), registered, 1865. Rated 35¢, 5 × 7¢ per half ounce unpaid, and 2¢ paid in stamps. registration.

Collect with registration paid in stamps is the scarcest of the six possible combinations.



Multiples

Sorel–L'Assomption (c e), triple unpaid, registered, 1865. 21¢, 3 ×
7¢ per half ounce unpaid, plus 2¢ registration. Too Late.

Teeswater–Goderich, triple paid, registered, 1865. Triple paid 3×
5¢ per half ounce, plus 2¢ registration.



Multiples

St-Jean-Port-Joli (l c)–Kamouraska (c e), septuple, 1866 [front]. 7 × 7¢ domestic unpaid rate.

ST JEAN PORT JOLI double broken circle is known 1853–84 (a very long period of use).

Rimouski–Matane (c e), dectuple, 1867. Unpaid domestic rate, 10 × 7¢ (per half ounce).

Rimouski C.E double broken circle known 1849–75; Métis L.C known 1853–69. Matane L.C broken circle known 1859–83.



Rate changes (multiples)
1 May 1868, domestic becomes 3¢ per half ounce if prepaid and 5¢ if collect.

Bowmanville–Cobourg (UC), quadruple, 1870. Rated 20¢, quadruple unpaid rate.

L'Orignal (Ont)–Toronto, quadruple registered, 1874. 4 × 3¢ per half ounce and 2¢ registration paid in cash.



Quadruple paid

Quebec–Montmagny, quadruple, forwarded back to Que-
bec, registered, 1874. 4 × 3¢ per half ounce plus 2¢
registration.



Quadruple and triple

Cedar Creek (u c), registered, 1870. 4 × 3¢ per half ounce paid in small queens, plus 2¢ registration, also paid with a stamp.

Oungah (u c)–Chatham, registered, 16 August 1875. 3 × 3¢ per half ounce plus 2¢ registration, all paid in stamps. Only reported
strike of OUNGAH U.C double broken circle.



Quadruple

Pembroke (Ont)–Toronto, 1875. Rated quadruple unpaid domestic rate, 4 × 5¢.



Shortpaid
During 1859–75, shortpaid letters were to be charged at the collect rate per weight, crediting any payment; after 1865, short-
paid registered letters were not supposed to be accepted. However, letters could be reweighed at the destination office, and
found to be underpaid, hence charged according to the formula—which was often misunderstood.

Charged incorrectly, Cornwall–Toronto, 1861. Double domestic paid rate, covered by 10¢ Albert; however it was found to be triple
rate (1+–11⁄2 ounces). It should have been charged triple the unpaid rate, 3 × 7¢, less amount paid, that is, 11¢. Instead it was
charged a single unpaid rate, More to pay 7 ¢.

Four-ring numeral 11, Cornwall.

Charged incorrectly, 1862. Registration prepaid in cash, and triple domestic (3× 5¢) applied with stamps. Found to weigh 11⁄2+ to
2 ounces, quadruple), it should have been charged 4× 7¢ (collect rate) less 15¢ applied, or 13¢ due. Instead, it was considered
single deficiency, and charged only 7¢.



Shortpaid

Charged correctly, Embrun (u c)–Toronto, 1871. Registration and single domestic (P A I D 5, combined 2¢ registration and 3¢
postage) both prepaid in cash. Found to be OVER 1

2 OZ. (double), so charged 2 × 5¢ (collect rate in this period), less 3¢
prepaid, yielding 7¢ due.

Charged correctly, Kenmore (cw)–Toronto, 2 April 1873. First weight domestic paid by 3¢ small queen, but found to be second
weight, and charged as above.

Remarkably, the proof date for the KENMORE C.W broken circle is the day of mailing (despite this being six years after
Confederation). Kenmore is in Carleton County, thus quite near Ottawa. No other strikes of this handstamp are known.

And for those who are skeptical of the interpretation of the date, the Ottawa backstamp reads AP 3, and the Toronto
backstamp, AP 4 73.



Drop letters (1851 on)
The drop letter rate dropped to 1⁄2 d cy (from 1 d) in November 1851. There was no half-penny stamp until 1857, so if prepaid
(which is rare), would have had to have been paid in cash.

Montreal drop letter rate stamps

To Montreal, 1850s. Originally rated collect 3 d domestic, then rerated as a drop letter.

Montreal drop letter, 1856. Rated collect 1
2 d.



Quebec drop letter

Quebec drop letter, charged for delivery?, 14 November 1851. The half-penny drop letter rate came into effect later in the month,
and so the clerk had a 1

2 ratestamp, which he applied prematurely. This was cancelled and replaced by 1 d. The drop letter fee
was independent of weight; the only other charge that comes to mind is the local delivery fee.



Toronto drop ratestamp

Toronto drop letter, 1856. Rated collect 1
2 d.

Toronto drop letter, 1859. Rated collect 1
2 d.

Toronto drop letter, 1859. Rated collect 1
2 d. To the Governor of the gaol (jail).



UC drop letters with rate stamps

Toronto drop letter, 1854. Rated collect 1
2

D
. , drop letter rate.

London (u c) drop letter, 1856. Rated collect 1
2d, drop letter rate.

Port Hope drop letter, 1856. Rated collect 1
2d, drop letter rate.



Forwarded drop letter

Montreal drop letter, forwarded to L'Islet (c e), 1857. Originally rated collect 1⁄2 d drop letter rate; on forwarding, charge replaced by
domestic letter rate, 3 d. From a branch of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.



Drop letters

Guelph drop money letter, 1853. Rated collect 1⁄2 d, drop letter rate. Dropped money letters are very unusual.

Seneca–Caledonia, 1858. Open for inspection. At first glance, mysterious, as it is addressed to Caledonia, and has a Seneca
backstamp. However, the Caledonia post office was open only 1837–1847, so did not exist at this time, and the addressee had
to pick it up at Seneca. Rated collect 1

2 d, drop letter rate.

Roslin (cw), 1858. Collect 1⁄2 d drop letter.

r o s l i n cw double broken circle, known 1858–62, of which this is the earliest reported strike.



Drop letter
Could also have been sent as printed matter, which would have cost 1 d.

Peterboro, printed form for power of attorney, 1857. Rated collect 1
2 d cy, drop letter rate.



Drop letter

Goderich (cw), March 1859. Collect 1
2 d drop letter. Filled-in form.



Conversion to decimal, 1859
Most rates were translated directly to decimal; the 1⁄2 d cy drop letter rate became 1¢.

Quebec, 1860. Rated collect 1¢.

Ottawa, 1860. Payment of drop letter
rate (1¢, equivalent to 1⁄2 d) by slightly
late use of half-penny stamp.

Ottawa Berri duplex (13 bars); previ-
ous earliest strike was 7 January 1861.

Kingston, 1860. Rated collect 1¢ drop letter.



Drop letter

Dundas, 1860. Rated collect 1¢ drop letter.

Montreal, 1864. Rated collect 1¢ drop letter.



Toronto drop letters

Toronto, 1866. Rated collect 1ct drop letter.

Toronto, 1866. Rated collect 1ct drop letter. Mourning cover.



Small town drop letters
These are much more difficult to find than those of larger towns and cities.

Stratford drop letter, January 1860. Collect
1¢, drop letter. FaintSTRATFORD broken
circle.

Fonthill, 1862. Rated collect 1¢.

Coteau de Lac, 1866. Rated PAID 1¢ drop letter.



Corner drop letter

Carried by favour to Montreal, and sent as drop letter, 1867. Rated collect 1¢, drop letter rate. From the British-American Hotel in
Three Rivers (c e).



Drop letters

St Hyacinthe (c e) drop letter, 1866. Collect 1¢, drop letter.

Port Hope drop letter, 1867. Drop letter rate paid by 1¢ stamp.

Port Hope Berri duplex, known 1860–9.



Nearby office rate
Letters to nearby offices were charged 2¢, instead of the usual 5¢ at the time.

Vankleekhill–Breadalbane cw, 1861. Rated collect 2¢.

Ste Flavie (c e)–Quebec, 1863. Rated 7¢ domestic collect, to which 2¢ fee was added. Ms Paid by me, CAPP.



Printed matter (from 1851)
The printed matter rate remained at 1 d per sheet.

Legislative Assembly (Quebec)

Quebec–Cornwall (cw), 1852. PAID AT QUEBEC 1d (known 1852–5), and oval LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL CANADA. A copy of An
act to amend the Upper Canada Jurors' act of 1850 and repeal certain parts thereof. Printed matter rate of 1 d, not free, even though
addressed to an mp.



Printed matter

Cobourg–Quebec, printed matter, 1855. Rated collect 1 d cy printed matter rate. Consists of details concerning the University of
Victoria College, a branch of the University of Toronto.



Printed matter

Toronto–Lacolle (c e), free printed matter, 1857. Hansard. First page of contents overleaf.

Oval legislative assembly/canada (Toronto was the capital of the province of Canada at this time.





Filled-in form letters
Preprinted form letters were not eligible for the printedmatter rate if they were filled in, even with as little as one character by
hand. The Department of Public Instruction (later, the Department of Education) was allowed an exception to this beginning
around 1859.

Morrisdale–Goderich, 1856. Rated collect 3 d domestic rate. This was certificate of a magistrate, with just the name of the justice
of the peace and of the constable taking the oath in pen.

M O R R I S D A L E U . C double broken circle, known 1856–64, of which this is the earliest reported strike. Post office open
1854–65.

Toronto–Brooklin (Ont), September 1866. Printed matter rate on filled-in form to the Department of Public Instruction, paid by
1¢ cents issue stamp.

Faint BROOKLIN UC double broken circle, known 1857–75.



Circular/printed matter

Montreal–Peterboro, 1864. Printed matter/circular rate paid by 1¢ cents stamp.



Circular/printed matter

Paris-Station (cw)–Brantford, 1866. Printed matter/circular rate paid by 1¢ cents stamp.



Intercolonial printed matter
Printed matter to the Maritimes was the same as domestic.

Montreal–Halifax, 1866. Payment of printed matter rate by 1¢ cents stamp.

Extensive prices current in Montreal.



Printed matter

Barnett–Williamsburg, 1862?. Rated Paid 3—not a rate rate until 1868, and seemingly written by the sender—but the 1¢ stamp,
tied by a seven-ring killer, suggests it was sent as printed matter (it is also unsealed). There are no backstamps at all, but a
pencil ms Rec'd June 2 62, same date as ms town marking, appears on the inner flap.

Barnett CW (Wentworth Co), only reported ms. Post office open 1854–95.

Hamilton–Woodstock (cw), February 1867. Part of a wrapper from the Department of Public Instruction. Printed matter rate
paid by 1¢ cents issue.



Printed matter

South-ham–Quebec, 1875. Printed matter rate paid by 1 ¢ small queen.



Official printed matter, Canada Gazette

Wrapper with Canada Gazette Extra, Ottawa–MPP for Simcoe, 1868. Passed free through the mail.

The Canada Gazette, first published in 1841 (referring to the uni-
fied province of Canada), was and is the official publication of
the Government of Canada. It publishes acts of Parliament,
treaties, regulations, proclamations, and other notices. If a reg-
ulation has not been published in the Canada Gazette, no one
can be convicted of violating it.



Manitoba, notice to publisher

Palestine (Man)–Winnipeg, 1874. Printed free. Postmark reads FORT GARRY MANITOBA.

Notice from the postmaster to the publisher of the NorWester that one subscriber has not picked up his copies of the
publication.



Wrapper paid by publisher

Wrapper addressed to County Treasurer, 1875. Likely contained a newspaper. No indication of source.
PREPAID

BY
PUBLISHER



Free mail
Mail could be free for a variety of reasons, but usually it was either mail from a government office or mail to a government
office within ten days of a sitting of Parliament; Crown Lands is the most frequently seen. Mail to or from the post office was
also free.

Crown Lands (Toronto)–Hull, forwarded to Ottawa, 1858. F R E E handstamp. Ms Try Carp, then Not at Carp; Forward Ottawa. Then
sent to Huntley, where it was ADVERTISED & NOT CALLED FOR (reverse), and then back to Ottawa twomonths after despatch.

First reported strike of hun t l e y u . c serif double broken circle.



Free domestic registered mail
Here free refers to domestic postage; registration always had to be prepaid (except on mail from the Post Office Department).

Free, but not so marked; Portage-du-Fort (c e)–Crown Lands, Toronto, Halloween 1856. Originally sent as registered collect (the 1 d
registration fee being paid in cash), but the black 3 was overstruck, likely in Toronto, as the letter was mailed within ten days
of a session of (provincial) Parliament to a government office, hence free.

Free, Bosanquet (u c)–Toronto, 1858. As above, the collect 3 was overstruck, this time with four-ring numeral 19 en route, at
London (u c), and marked FREE. One of a handful of strikes of Bosanquet.



Free

Cayuga (cw)–Crown Lands Office, Toronto, 1856. Initially rated collect 3 d cy (domestic), but as it was sent to a Government
office within ten days of a Parliamentary session, it was FREE .



Free

Sebastopol–Crown Lands, Toronto, forwarded to Ottawa via Renfrew, June–July 1859. Ottawa had become capital in 1859. Rated
F R E E (addressed to Crown Lands, within ten days of a parliamentary session). Sebastopol post office open only 1858–61; all
known strikes dated 1859.

Decimal era
On 1 July 1859, the province of Canada converted to decimal.

Toronto–Crown Lands, Quebec, September 1859. Originally treated as unpaid, and thus charged UNPAID 7 ¢ (domestic rate for
unpaid letters); as Parliament was in session, this was cancelled with three aligned strikes of the well-known Toronto scarifier,
and marked F R E E .



Free

Collingwood Harbor (cw)–Quebec, 1862. Originally rated PAID 121
2 ; this was overstruck by four-ring numeral 7, which has been

attributed to Collingwood (not Harbor). The cover was then marked F R E E (faint), as it was addressed to a government office
(Crown Lands) within ten days of a session of Parliament.

PAID 121
2¢was the transatlantic rate by Canadian packet the time, and it is difficult to see how this could even be considered

in this case.

Collingwood Harbor u s-style circle known used 1857–67.

Barrie (u c)–Ottawa, 1867. Originally ratedUNPAID7¢ (single unpaid domestic rate); this was overstruckwith a Barrie four-ring
numeral 1, and then rerated f r e e , as the mail was to a government office within ten days of a session of Parliament.



Free registered mail, cents period

Multiple handstamps, Industry (l c)–Quebec, 1863 [front only]. The postmaster wanted to ensure that everyone got the message:
the letter is REGISTERED (four times), and domestic postage is FREE (three times). At most one other strike of Industry is
known.

Registration fee paid in cash, London (cw)–Toronto, 1865. Extremely unusual payment of registration fee (2¢) in stamps on an
otherwise free cover.



Government offices
Some government offices had their own handstamps. Provincial offices did not have free franking after Confederation (1 July
1867), but federal ones did.

Receiver-General's office, Quebec–Buckingham (c e), 1855. FREE from the Receiver-General's Office. Oval p a i d r g o . Mourning
stationery.

Inspector-General's Office–Whitby (cw), 1859. Oval f r e e postmark with initials.



Government offices

Bureau of agriculture and statistics, Quebec–Montreal, 6 February 1860. free handstamp, and ms Free WK, B of A & S. Then boxed

ADV and ADVd NOT CALLED FOR. Montreal postmark dated May 1860, three months later.

Quebec–London (cw), 1861. AGRICULTURE & STATISTICS CANADA FREE ; ADVERTISED & NOT-CALLED FOR; Too Late applied
at Quebec.



Government offices

Legislative Assembly of Canada receiver, Peterboro–Quebec, 1862. Free (within ten days of session of Parliament).

.

Militia Department, Montreal–Wardsville (cw), December 1865. FREE



Finance Department

Ottawa–Goderich, 1866.



Inspector-General's Office

Ottawa–Goderich, 1866.



Audit Office Department
Just before Confederation

Audit Office Department (Ottawa)–Goderich, 17 June 1867. With fancy circle free handstamp and FREE.



Government offices
After Confederation

Receiver-General, Ottawa–Crown Lands, Toronto, December 1867. FREE from the Receiver-General of Canada to Crown Lands.

Inland revenue, Ottawa–Sandwich (Ont), 1869. FREE from Inland Revenue Department.



Free registered Parliamentary mail

Free franked, House of Commons (Ottawa)–Toronto, November 1867. Just after Confederation. Franked AMackenzie MP, then leader
of the Opposition, and later Prime Minister. The oval registration marking is known on about five covers.

Clerk of the Crown in Chancery–Returning Officer, 1873. Part of a large package containing printed Parliamentary documents.



Government offices

PublicWorks Canada, Ottawa–Toronto, 1868.
FREE.

Militia&Defense Canada, Ottawa–Kingston, 1870. FREE.
Mourning cover.

CustomsCanada, Ottawa–Aylmer (Que), 1872.
FREE.



Crown Lands

Crown Lands (Toronto)–Farmersville (cw), 1868. Originally two strikes of PAID3, overstruckwithDeputy Commissioner Russell's
Free (with signature) handstamp.

FARMERSVILLE C.W (basal A) double broken circle known 1867–82.

Renfrew (cw)–Crown Lands (Toronto), 1868. Originally rated collect 5¢ unpaid domestic rate, overstruck with FREE handstamp.



Indian Department

Halifax–Indian Department (Ottawa), 1869. Double framed FREE.



Provincial government offices
Provincial government offices were not eligible to apply free franking after Confederation. These are from Toronto, capital of
Ontario.

Attorney-General's Department, Toronto–Woodstock (Ont), 1872. Double domestic rate, P A I D6.

Agriculture&publicworks, Toronto–Ottawa,

1874. P A I D3.

TheTreasurer, Toronto–Goderich, 1874. Faint

P A I D3.



Provincial government offices

Ministère de l'instruction publique, Quebec–Drummondville (Que), 1870. Double domestic rate, paid by 6¢ large queen.

House of Assembly, Toronto–Hamilton, 1872. P A I D3.



Intercolonial BNA mail

Canada to NB after Canada's postal autonomy but before that of NB
In the period after the province of Canada had taken over its post office (6 April 1851), but before n b had (6 July 1851). As a
result, the cover was charged the new 3 d intercolonial rate from Upper Canada to n b, but once in n b, was charged according
to mileage. A month later, the total would have been 3 d.

McKillop (u c)–Caledonia Mills (n b), 7 June 1851. Rated collect 3 d cy, domestic/intercolonial rate (instituted in Canada 6 April
1851) to n b. Then charged 9 d cy at the first office it reached in n b from Quebec, for the distance 101–200miles to destination.
Caledonia Mills did not have a post office, but Woodstock was nearby.

Serif double broken circle mc k i l l o p u.c., previously reported 1847–49. Post office open 1836–55.



Mail with Canada after autonomy
After both Canada and n s & n b achieved postal autonomy (on different dates in 1851), letter mail rate between them was 3 d
cy per half ounce, until decimalization in 1859–60.

LC–NB

Pointe Levi (c e)–Fredericton, 19 November 1851. Rated Paid 3 d, intercolonial rate. Nonserif double broken circle POINTE-LEVIS,
previously reported 1853–62; post office open 1848–63.

St Henri (Lévis Co, c e)–Victoria (n b), forwarded to Fredericton, 10 March 1858. Collect 6 d, double domestic.

Ms St Henri. Post office opened 1839.



Canada–PEI 1852

Montreal–Charlottetown, via Pictou (n s), 1852. Rated 3 d collect intercolonial rate.

Canada–NB 1853 ms

Témiscouata (Pontiac Co, c e)–Edmunston (n b), 11 January 1853. Collect 3 d, domestic.

Ms Temiscouata. Post office opened 1839. Listed as closed 1850!?



Nova Scotia to Canada, forwarded

Wilmot (n s)–Kingston (cw), forwarded to Elginburg, 1854. Rated 3 d collect domestic and intercolonial. Postmarked Wilmot,
Annapolis, Woodstock (n b), Saint John, Fredericton, Quebec, Kingston, and Elginburg (the red unclear nonserif ms dated
double broken circle). There was no additional fee for forwarding.



NB–LC

WO Dumfries (n b)–Montreal, mourning cover, forwarded to Papineauville (l c), 1856. Endorsed faintly at top, Per Steamer. Initially
rated 3 d cy domestic rate (and something else), but struck through and replaced by 6, presumably double rate.

Red FORd (forwarded), applied at Montreal, rarely seen.

Some mail from New Brunswick to Lower Canada was routed via Portland (Maine); see [d'a]. The fee was the same at this time;
see also an 1838 cover in the opposite direction, but via the u s, in the pre-1851 section on mail with the Maritimes.

Fredericton–Pointe au Chène (l c), 1857. Rated collect 3 d domestic rate. Via Portland, Montreal, L'Orignal (u c), and destination.

The Pointe-au-Chène postmark is known only in 1857.



From Halifax to Montreal, through the US (maybe)

Halifax–Montreal via Portland (ME), 1868. Charged U.S.10cts (rate to Canada). From Converse, Colson, & Lamb (who also had
offices in Montreal). ?????????????????????????



NB–Canada

Fredericton–Petite Nation (c e), 1857. Rated collect 3 d cy.

Way Office Prince William (n b)–Papineauville (c e), 1856. Rated collect 3 d cy.



NB–CW

WO Dumfries (n b)–Newboro (cw), via Woodstock (n b), Quebec, and Brockville, 1858. Collect 3 d cy, b n a domestic and intercolonial
rate.



Perforated pence, intercolonial

L'Islet (l c)–Fredericton (n b), 21 June 1859. Single rate paid by 3 d beaver; available from the post office in January 1859. The
cents series stamps were issued in July 1859.

Intercolonial registered material is difficult to find.

Greene Foundation certificate G 25385



Decimalization
When n s & n b converted to decimal in 1860, the letter rate with Canada (in either direction) became 5¢ per half ounce, collect
or prepaid, the latter in cash or stamps (but not a mixture).

CW–NB

Argyle (u c)–Gagetown (n b), 1861. Rated Paid 5¢, struck with a rate stamp in New Brunswick. Double broken circle W.O.
UPPER·GAGETOWN.

Argyle, one of a handful of Canadian 20mm double broken circle postmarks.



Montreal–NS printed matter
Canadian printed matter rate became 1¢ on decimalization, including to the Maritimes.

Montreal–Halifax, 1866. Payment of printed matter rate by 1¢ cents stamp.

Extensive prices current in Montreal.



UC–PEI

Cobourg (cw)–Charlottetown, 1867. Postage from Canada to p e i was the same as domestic, here 5¢ if prepaid.

The double circle Montreal Post Office dater is known 1867–68. There is also a faint Saint John (New Brunswick) and the
serif p e i cancel.



NB–Canada
Domestically, letter mail was charged 7¢ per half-ounce if collect; all sources indicate that collect mail between Canada and
the Maritimes was only 5¢. The top cover represents an anomaly, possibly a clerical error.

When n s & n b joined Confederation (1 July 1867), Canadian rates were supposed to apply. The collect rate within Canada
was 7¢, so that should have been the rate on the second cover. (Same correspondence.)

Chatham (n b)–Crosspoint (c e), 1865. Rated collect 7 CENTS (the unpaid domestic rate), probably erroneous. TOO–LATE applied
at Chatham. Mourning cover.

Backstamped Chatham, Campbellton, Bathurst, and Dalhousie.

Chatham (n b)–Crosspoint (c e), September 1867. Rated collect 5 CENTS. Same TOO–LATE. Contains mourning stationery.



Refused

Stroud (Ont)–Toronto, refused, 1872. Domestic rate paid by 3¢ small queen.

Marked REFUSED, although why a government department should refuse a prepaid letter is mysterious.

The Stroud broken circle on reverse is another mystery; the post office is not listed as having opened until 1873.



Parcel post
Parcel post service was initiated January 1859; the rates were 1/3 cy per pound up to three pounds with compulsory prepay-
ment. With decimalization (1 July 1859), the rate converted to 25¢ per pound. On 1 April 1868, the rate became 121⁄2¢ per eight
ounces, still with a maximum of three pounds. In 1869, the weight limit became four pounds, and this was increased to five
in 1879. [v5]. The reference also indicates prepayment was required to be in stamps, but I am doubtful of this.

Quebec–St Germain de Rimouski, parcel post, 1874. Prepaid 50¢, quadruple parcel post fee (up to two pounds). Also 50 cts payé par
Ed. Talbot.



Stamps required!
From 1October 1875, postage on all letters was required to be paid in stamps. These two postmasters apparently didn't receive
the message.

Vaudreuil (Que)–Gormley (Ont), 8 October 1875. P A I D 5, combined domestic rate (3¢) and registration 2¢.

Dacre (Ont)–Toronto, 13 December 1875. P A I D 5¢, combined domestic rate (3¢) and registration 2¢. An r p o, a registered r p o,
and House of Assembly (Ontario) datestamps.



Consignee's letter
Consignee's letters (that is, letters accompanying parcels) were supposed to travel free through the mail. This one was charged.

To Quebec, via the ship Lady Head, 1865. Inexplicably charged 7¢ (unpaid domestic rate). Backstamped at Quebec.
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